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Introduction
The Fomin-Kirillov algebra En is a quadratic algebra generated by
the edges of the complete graph on n vertices which was first introduced
in [FK98] in order to study Schubert calculus. Later it was observed
([MS00], see also [GV16] for history) that for n = 3, 4, 5 the Fomin-
Kirillov algebra En is a Nichols algebra of nonabelian group type. This
is conjectured to be true for n > 5 aswell.
To this day very elementary properties like the vector space dimen-
sion of E6 remain unknown.
Recently, [BLM13] extended the scope to ”hyperbolic” subalgebras
ES generated by the edges of subgraphs of the complete graph. While
those algebras have nice properties in their own right (for example,
well behaved Hilbert series), they also very much widen the range of
examples one can use to try out new methods for the study of Fomin-
Kirillov algebras.
The goal of this work is to give new methods to study Fomin-Kirillov
algebras, in particular to calculate their dimensions as vector spaces or
decide finite dimensionality.
Our main tool are deformed Fomin-Kirillov algebras, denoted by
DS. The second chapter introduces those algebras and connects them
to regular Fomin-Kirillov algebras by realizing the deformed Fomin-
Kirillov algebra DS as a subalgebra of the linear endomorphisms of the
regular Fomin-Kirillov algebra ES. In this context also note that the
Fomin-Kirillov algebra is known to be not Koszul [Roo99].
Note that more general deformations of Fomin-Kirillov algebras
were already considered in [FK98], however with a very different pur-
pose and without investigating the relation between the deformations
and the regular algebras.
In the third and fourth chapter we use the deformation and the
results from the second chapter to introduce new methods. Note that
chapter three and four are largely independent from each other.
In chapter three we study subalgebras of deformed Fomin-Kirillov
algebras that correspond to certain subgroups of the symmetric group.
Those subalgebras ofDS are relatively well behaved - they are related to
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Fomin-Kirillov algebras ES′ belonging to graphs on fewer vertices than
S. This allows us to rederive most of the known dimensions of algebras
ES by hand, which with different methods is mostly only feasible using
Groebner basis methods, see also [BLM13]. Most importantly, we are
able to calculate the dimension of the full Fomin-Kirillov algebra E5 for
the first time without using computer calculations. Our approach for
this is similar to the one given in [FP00]. We also apply our method
to E6, and while our results are still only very much partial we believe
they look somewhat promising and warrant further investigation.
In chapter four we attach groups to Fomin-Kirillov algebras. For
Nichols algebras these groups were already considered in [Loc13]. It
turns out that finite dimensionality of a Fomin-Kirillov algebra is re-
lated to finiteness of the attached group.
Our original motivation for investigating these groups was to prove
our conjecture that the deformed Fomin-Kirillov algebras are always
semisimple by realizing them as quotients of group algebras. However,
much to our surprise, the attached groups turned to be quite interesting
themselves. In particular, the alternating group, some sporadic simple
groups, and an exceptional group of Lie type occured. In the way
those groups occur they naturally fit into the class of groups classified
in [FLZ01]. Based on this observation we propose a tentative strategy
to tackle infinite dimensionality of E6.
Most of the examples in the fourth chapter are computational and
based on the algorithms described in [BHLGO15]. We consider giving
a theoretical explanation of the occurence of the mentioned groups to
be a tantalizing question.
CHAPTER 1
Fomin-Kirillov Algebras
We recall some of the known statements about Fomin-Kirillov al-
gebras that will be used later on. Note that treatment in this section
is in no way meant to be exhaustive.
1. Fomin-Kirillov Algebras
Here and throughout let k be a field, n a natural number, and
T = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j}.
We denote by En = En(k) the associative unital k-algebra given by
generators xij = x(i,j), where (i, j) ∈ T , and relations
xij = −xji for all (i, j) ∈ T ,
x2ij = 0 for all (i, j) ∈ T ,
xijxjk + xjkxki + xkixij = 0 if #{i, j, k} = 3,
xijxkl − xklxij = 0 if #{i, j, k, l} = 4.
The algebras En are known as Fomin-Kirillov algebras. They have been
introduced by Fomin and Kirillov in [FK98]. We recall some of the
basic facts from [FK98].
The algebra En is N0-graded such that deg xij = 1 for any (i, j) ∈ T .
We write En(l) for the homogeneous component of En of degree l ∈ N0
and E ln =
⊕l
j=0 En(j) for the elements up to degree l ∈ N0.
There is an algebra isomorphism τ : En → Eopn from the Fomin-
Kirillov algebra to its opposite algebra that is the identity on genera-
tors.
Moreover, En has a unique grading by the symmetric group Sn such
that xij is homogeneous of degree (i j) for any (i, j) ∈ T . The homo-
geneous components of degree σ ∈ Sn with respect to this grading are
denoted by (En)σ.
Furthermore, there is a unique action of the symmetric group Sn
on En such that σ(xy) = (σx)(σy) for all σ ∈ Sn and x, y ∈ En given
by σxij = xσ(i)σ(j) for σ ∈ Sn and (i, j) ∈ T . In particular, En is a
kSn-module algebra.
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Note that we have σ(En)τ ⊆ (En)στσ−1 for σ, τ ∈ Sn. In other words,
En is a Yetter-Drinfeld module over kSn. It was observed in [MS00]
that one can turn En into a Hopf-algebra in the braided category of
Yetter-Drinfeld modules over kSn (a braided Hopf-algebra). We will
find it more convenient to work with a slightly different version of this
structure as described in Proposition 1.1. Note that we abuse notation
and identify elements t ∈ T with the corresponding transposition in
Sn.
Proposition 1.1. [FP00] The smash product algebra En#kSn is
a Hopf algebra where ε(xt) = 0, ε(t) = 1,
∆(xt) = xt ⊗ 1 + t⊗ xt,
∆(t) = t⊗ t,
and S(xt) = −t−1xt, S(t) = t−1 for any t ∈ T . This Hopf algebra is
known as the bosonization or Radford biproduct of En and kSn.
We will need some derivations acting on En.
Lemma 1.2. [FK98] [BLM13]
(1) Let t = (i, j) ∈ T . There is a unique k-linear skew-derivation
∂t of En such that
∂t(xy) = ∂t(x)y + (tx) ∂t(y), ∂t(xs) =

1 if (i, j) = (k, l),
−1 if (i, j) = (l, k),
0 otherwise.
for all x, y ∈ En and (k, l) = s ∈ T .
(2) For any t ∈ T there is a unique k-linear map ∂∗t of En such
that
∂∗s (xy) = x∂
∗
s (y) + ∂
∗
σ(k)σ(l)(x)y, ∂
∗
s (xs′) = ∂s(xs′)
for all x ∈ En, y ∈ (En)σ, and (k, l) = s, s′ ∈ T .
The operators ∂t and ∂
∗
t satisfy the defining relations of En and give a
left (respectively right) action of En on itself.
Remark 1.3. [BLM13] ∂t maps Sn-homogeneous elements of En
of degree σ to Sn-homogeneous elements of degree tσ. Similarly, ∂∗t
maps Sn-homogeneous elements of En of degree σ to Sn-homogeneous
elements of degree σt.
In relation to the structure of En as a braided Hopf-algebra the
following is conjectured.
Conjecture 1.4. [FK98] En is a Nichols algebra.
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This conjecture is known to be true for n = 3, 4 by [MS00] and for
n = 5 by computer calculations (see [GV16] and the references there).
The conjecture can be restated equivalently in the following way:
For each x ∈ En the property ∂t(x) = 0 for all t ∈ T already implies
x = 0. In Subsection 5.4 we will operate under the assumption that
the conjecture is true and use this statement.
In [BLM13] for a subset S ⊆ T the subalgebra of En generated by
xs, s ∈ S, is called Fomin-Kirillov algebra ES. Note that since En is
naturally a subalgebra of En+1 (this was observed in [MS00], [FP00],
[BLM13] each with different methods) this definition only depends on
the set S and not on the ambient set T . Furthermore, it is convenient to
think of S as an (undirected) graph in the obvious way. One observes
that if S and S ′ are isomorphic as undirected graphs we also have
ES ∼= ES′ as algebras by acting with a suitable permutation. Moreover,
if S and S ′ are graphs on disjoint vertex sets, we have ES⊗ES′ ∼= ES∪S′
as algebras.
We will not give an overview of the properties of the algebras ES.
Let us only collect the statements we shall use in the following.
Remark 1.5. [BLM13] For each S ⊆ T and s ∈ S we have
∂∗s (ES) ⊆ ES. Note that the same does not hold for ∂s since ES is
generally not closed under the action of Sn.
Theorem 1.6. [BLM13] Let S ⊆ T and S1, S2 ⊆ S complemen-
tary subgraphs such that any two vertices in the same connected com-
ponent of S2 have the same neighbors in S1. Then the multiplication
map ES1 ⊗ ES2 → ES is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
The following consequence of Theorem 1.6 will be used frequently.
Remark 1.7. Let S ⊂ T and assume that S contains a star graph
Sn on n vertices. Denote by S
′ the complementary subgraph of Sn in
S. Then Theorem 1.6 implies that dimk ES = dimk ES′ dimk ESn .

CHAPTER 2
Deformed Fomin-Kirillov Algebras
In this chapter we consider a deformation of the Fomin-Kirillov
algebra given by generators and relations. We will realize this algebra
as a subalgebra of the linear endomorphisms of the original Fomin-
Kirillov algebra and use this to investigate the relation between Fomin-
Kirillov algebras and their deformations.
In the second part of this chapter we look at relations in the de-
formed Fomin-Kirillov algebras, this is an adaption of the relations
that are known in the original Fomin-Kirillov algebra, see [FK98],
[BLM13], and [Kir97].
2. Deformed Fomin-Kirillov Algebras
Recall T = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j}. Let Dn = Dn(k) denote
the associative unital k-algebra given by generators yij = y(i,j), where
(i, j) ∈ T , and relations
yij = −yji for all (i, j) ∈ T ,
y2ij = 1 for all (i, j) ∈ T ,
yijyjk + yjkyki + ykiyij = 0 if #{i, j, k} = 3,
yijykl − yklyij = 0 if #{i, j, k, l} = 4.
We call the algebra Dn the deformed Fomin-Kirillov algebra.
As the original Fomin-Kirillov algebra En the deformed Fomin-
Kirillov algebra Dn has a unique grading by the symmetric group Sn
such that yij is homogeneous of degree (i j) for any (i, j) ∈ T . Similar
to before the homogeneous components of degree σ ∈ Sn with respect
to this grading are denoted by (Dn)σ. Also as in the non deformed
case, there is a unique Sn-action on Dn that satisfies σ(xy) = σ(x)σ(y)
for σ ∈ Sn given by σyij = yσ(i)σ(j) for σ ∈ Sn.
As for the Fomin-Kirillov algebra we denote for a subset S ⊆ T by
DS the subalgebra of Dn generated by ys, s ∈ S. Notice that none of
the proofs mentioned in Section 1 for En being a subalgebra of En+1
carry over to the deformed case. However, it will follow immediately
from the results of the current section that in fact Dn can be regarded
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as a subalgebra of Dn+1 in the natural way. The remaining remarks
regarding the definition of ES from Section 1 then carry over verbatim
to DS.
We introduce an algebra filtration on DS. For any k ∈ N0, let DkS be
the linear subspace of DS spanned by {ys1 · · · ysl | 0 ≤ l ≤ k, s1, . . . , sl ∈
S}. It is then clear that (DkS)k∈N0 is an algebra filtration of DS.
Remark 2.1. (1) More general deformations of Fomin-Kirillov al-
gebras were already considered in [FK98], however for a very different
purpose and without investigating the relation between the deforma-
tions and the original algebras.
(2) We only deformed the algebra structure of En. The deformed
Fomin-Kirillov algebra does not have a Hopf-algebra structure any-
more. In fact it was recently observed in [AKM15, Thm 7.2] that En
is rigid as a braided bialgebra.
Our goal is to identify the deformed Fomin-Kirillov algebra with a
subalgebra of the endomorphisms of the original Fomin-Kirillov alge-
bra.
For any t = (i, j) ∈ T we define yˆt = yˆij ∈ Endk(En) by
yˆt(x) = xxt + ∂
∗
t (x)
for x ∈ En. It is clear that yˆij = −yˆji for any (i, j) ∈ T . We denote
the subalgebra of Endk(En) generated by yˆt, t ∈ T , by Yn. For any
subset S ⊆ T the algebra generated by yˆs, s ∈ S, is denoted by YS.
The algebra YS has a filtration (YkS)k∈N0 defined analogously to the
filtration of DS.
Note that in later sections we will stop distinguishing between the
elements yt ∈ Dn and yˆt ∈ Yn, this will be justified by the results of
this section.
By definition we have YS ⊆ EndK(En). For subalgebras ES we have
the following.
Proposition 2.2. Let S ⊆ T . Then yˆs(ES) ⊆ ES for all s ∈ S. In
particular, ES is a left YS-module.
Proof. Follows immediately from Remark 1.5 and the definition
of yˆs. 
It is more natural to think of yˆs as acting on the right, in particular
in light of the upcoming Remark 2.3. However, since the results of this
section will imply that YS is isomorphic to its opposite algebra YopS this
is only a minor issue and we will continue acting on the left.
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Remark 2.3. If an element x ∈ En is Sn-homogeneous of degree
σ ∈ Sn, then yˆt(x) is homogeneous of degree σt for t ∈ T by Remark 1.3.
The following Lemma 2.4 shows that yˆt is invertible. Combined with
Proposition 2.2 this implies that all the non zero Sn-homogeneous com-
ponents of ES are isomorphic as vector spaces (ES is balanced), provided
that the graph S is connected. Operators that are essentially the same
as our yˆt were used in [Loc13] to show an analogous statement for
a certain class of Nichols algebras of non-abelian group type. Similar
operators also appeared in [MS00].
The following lemma shows that Yn is isomorphic to a quotient of
Dn.
Lemma 2.4. The relations
yˆ2t = 1 for all t ∈ T ,
yˆij yˆjk + yˆjkyˆki + yˆkiyˆij = 0 if #{i, j, k} = 3,
yˆij yˆkl − yˆklyˆij = 0 if #{i, j, k, l} = 4
hold in Endk(En), where 1 = idEn. In particular, yˆt ∈ Autk(En) for all
t ∈ T .
Proof. Let x ∈ En and t ∈ T . Compute
yˆ2t (x) = yˆt(xxt + ∂
∗
t (x))
= xxtxt + ∂
∗
t (xxt) + ∂
∗
t (x)xt + ∂
∗
t ∂
∗
t (x)
= ∂∗t (xxt) + ∂
∗
t (x)xt,
because x2t = 0 in En and since ∂∗ gives a right action of En on itself by
Lemma 1.2. Writing t = (ij) we have
yˆ2ij(x) = x∂
∗
ij(xij) + ∂
∗
i(ij)j(ij)(x)xij + ∂
∗
ij(x)xij
= x− ∂∗ij(x)xij + ∂∗ij(x)xij
= x,
using Lemma 1.2(2).
For the second relation let i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k} = 3.
Then
yˆij yˆjk(x) = yˆij(xxjk + ∂
∗
jk(x))
= xxjkxij + ∂
∗
jk(x)xij + ∂
∗
ij(xxjk) + ∂
∗
ij∂
∗
jk(x)
= xxjkxij + ∂
∗
jk(x)xij + x∂
∗
ij(xjk) + ∂
∗
i(jk)j(jk)(x)xjk + ∂
∗
ij∂
∗
jk(x)
= xxjkxij + ∂
∗
jk(x)xij + ∂
∗
ik(x)xjk + ∂
∗
ij∂
∗
jk(x),
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which implies
(yˆij yˆjk + yˆjkyˆki + yˆkiyˆij)(x)
= xxjkxij + ∂
∗
jk(x)xij + ∂
∗
ik(x)xjk + ∂
∗
ij∂
∗
jk(x)
+ xxkixjk + ∂
∗
ki(x)xjk + ∂
∗
ji(x)xki + ∂
∗
jk∂
∗
ki(x)
+ xxijxki + ∂
∗
ij(x)xki + ∂
∗
kj(x)xij + ∂
∗
ki∂
∗
ij(x)
= x(xjkxij + xkixjk + xijxki)
+ (∂∗ij∂
∗
jk + ∂
∗
jk∂
∗
ki + ∂
∗
ki∂
∗
ij)(x)
+ (∂∗jk + ∂
∗
kj)(x)xij + (∂
∗
ik + ∂
∗
ki)(x)xjk
+ (∂∗ji + ∂
∗
ij)(x)xki
= 0,
using again the defining relations of En and that ∂∗ is a right action of
En on itself.
Finally, let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then clearly
(yˆij yˆkl)(x) = yˆij(xxkl + ∂
∗
kl(x))
= xxklxij + ∂
∗
kl(x)xij + ∂
∗
ij(xxkl) + ∂
∗
ij∂
∗
kl(x)
= xxklxij + ∂
∗
kl(x)xij + x∂
∗
ij(xkl) + ∂
∗
i(kl)j(kl)(x)xkl + ∂
∗
ij∂
∗
kl(x)
= xxijxkl + ∂
∗
kl(x)xij + ∂
∗
ij(x)xkl + ∂
∗
kl∂
∗
ij(x)
= (yˆklyˆij)(x),
similar to the first two relations. 
As a consequence of 2.4 the associated graded algebra of Yn is a
quotient of En.
Corollary 2.5. There is a surjective algebra homomorphism ψ :
En → grYn mapping xt to yˆt + Y0n for t ∈ T .
The existence of this algebra homomorphism allows us to prove the
following statement concerning the relation of YS and ES. For this we
consider YS as a left module over itself in the natural way and recall
that ES has a YS-structure as noted in Proposition 2.2.
Proposition 2.6. Let S ⊆ T . The YS-module homomorphism
φ : YS → ES, y 7→ y(1)
is bijective.
Proof. It is clear that φ is a well defined module homomorphism.
For surjectivity we show that for k ≥ 0 each element in ES(k) is in
the image of φ. This is clear for k = 0. We proceed by induction on
k. For k ≥ 1 it suffices to show that every monomial of degree k is
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in the image of φ. Let s1, . . . , sk ∈ S and x = xs1 · · · xsk ∈ ES. Write
y = yˆsk · · · yˆs1 ∈ YS and observe
x′ = φ(y)− x = y(1)− x ∈ Ek−1S .
By the induction hypothesis there is an y′ ∈ YS with φ(y′) = x′. We
deduce φ(y − y′) = x. This implies surjectivity.
For injectivity we consider the extended map φ : Yn → En, y 7→ y(1)
and show by induction on k that φ|Ykn is injective. The case k = 0 is
trivial since Y0n = kid. Let k ≥ 1. Let y ∈ Ykn such that φ(y) = 0. Then
there is a subset J ⊂ ∪kl=0T l and λj ∈ k for any j = (j1, . . . , jl) ∈ J
such that writing yj = yˆj1 · · · yˆjl ∈ Yn for j ∈ J we have y =
∑
j∈J λjyj.
Write xj = xj1 · · · xjl ∈ En for j ∈ J . Recall the isomorphism τ : En →
Eopn from Section 1. By definition we have
0 = φ(y) = y(1) =
∑
j∈J,|j|=k
λjτ(xj) + x
′′
for some x′′ ∈ Ek−1n . We obtain
∑
j∈J,|j|=k λjxj = 0. Using the notation
from Corollary 2.5 this yields
0 = ψ
 ∑
j∈J,|j|=k
λjxj
 = ∑
j∈J,|j|=k
λjyj + Yk−1n ,
in other words y ∈ Yk−1n . By the induction hypothesis we obtain y = 0.
This implies injectivity and completes the proof. 
The next technical lemma is an easy consequence. We use the
notation from Proposition 2.6.
Lemma 2.7. Let S ⊆ T and k ≥ 0. Then the following hold.
(1) φ(YkS) = EkS
(2) Ykn ∩ YS = YkS
Proof. (1) The inclusion φ(YkS) ⊆ EkS is obvious. The other in-
clusion has implicitly been shown in the proof of the surjectivity in
Proposition 2.6.
(2) Since the map φ : Yn → En from Proposition 2.6 is bijective,
the claim is equivalent to
φ(Ykn) ∩ φ(YS) = φ(YkS),
which by (1) is equivalent to
Ekn ∩ ES = EkS .
This however is clearly true since En is graded. 
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Proposition 2.6 yields a couple of corollaries which reveal the rela-
tion between the algebra structures of YS,DS, and ES.
Corollary 2.8. Let S ⊆ T . The associated graded algebra of YS
is isomorphic to ES as a graded algebra.
Proof. By Corollary 2.5, there is a surjective graded algebra map
ψ : En → gr Yn, xt 7→ yˆt + Y0n for any t ∈ T . From the preceding
Lemma we obtain
(YkS + Yk−1n )/Yk−1n = YkS/YkS ∩ Yk−1n = YkS/Yk−1S
for any k ≥ 1. This means that we can identify the subalgebra ψ(ES)
of grYn with grYS and therefore ψ induces a surjective graded algebra
map ψS : ES → gr YS.
Proposition 2.6 implies that dimk EkS = dimk YkS for any k ≥ 0 (and
this number is finite). Therefore the map ψS is an isomorphism. 
Corollary 2.9. Let S ⊆ T . Then
YS ∼= DS
as filtered algebras.
Proof. Due to 2.4 we have a surjective homomorphism of filtered
algebras Dn → Yn by mapping generators to generators. This together
with 2.8 and the defining relations of Dn implies that we have surjective
homomorphisms of graded algebras
En → grDn → grYn → En,
and the composition of these homomorphisms is the identity. In par-
ticular this implies grDn ∼= grYn as graded algebras, which in turn
implies Dn ∼= Yn since we have a surjective algebra homomorphism
Dn → Yn which respects the filtration. 
Remark 2.10. We want to put this result into context. From Corol-
lary 2.8 and Corollary 2.9 it follows that the associated graded algebra
of Dn is isomorphic to En. In the literature (see for example [SS15],
[BG96]) this situation would be described as Dn being a PBW defor-
mation of En (with respect to the defining relations we have given).
Note that for quadratic algebras that are koszul [BG96] gives a cri-
terion for this to be the case. However, [Roo99] proved that En is in
fact not koszul.
At the end of this section we want to state a conjecture that is a
motivating factor for considering the deformed Fomin-Kirillov algebras.
This conjecture was also the original motivation for our investigation
of the groups considered in Chapter 4.
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Conjecture 2.11. Assume chark = 0. For each S ⊆ T the de-
formed Fomin-Kirillov algebra DS is a semisimple algebra.
Remark 2.12. Instead of realizing the algebra DS using the right
derivations ∂∗s we could also use the left derivations ∂s from Lemma 1.2.
Since the situations are very similar but not completely analogous, we
want to discuss this approach briefly. The introduced notation will be
used exclusively in this remark.
For any t = (i, j) ∈ T let y∗t = y∗ij ∈ Endk(En) with
y∗t (x) = xtx+ ∂t(x)
for all x ∈ En. For S ⊆ T we denote the subalgebra of Endk(En) gen-
erated by y∗s , s ∈ S, by Y∗S. We observe that ES is not a Y∗S-module
in the natural way, because ES is not invariant under the derivations
∂s, s ∈ S. However, all statements of this section bar Proposition 2.6
are still true if we replace YS by Y∗S. Since the now failing Proposi-
tion 2.6 is crucial in our proofs of Corollary 2.8 and Corollary 2.9, we
want to give a short argument why those statements still hold.
It is easy to check that Lemma 2.4 and therefore also Corollary 2.5
still hold. This implies
dimk(Y∗n)k ≤ dimk Ekn(2.1)
for all k ∈ N0. To show a variant of Corollary 2.8 for Y∗n, namely
grY∗n ∼= En, it then suffices to show that equality holds in (2.1). We
show by induction on k that for every linear independent set of mono-
mials in Ekn the ”corresponding” monomials in Y∗n are linearly indepen-
dent (by the corresponding monomial of xt1 · · · xtk we mean the element
y∗t1 · · · y∗tk where k ≥ 0, t1, . . . , tk ∈ T ). Since Ekn has a monomial basis,
this implies the desired equality. For k = 0 the statement is trivial.
Let k ≥ 1. Let J ⊂ ∪kl=0T l be a subset such that (xj)j∈J is linearly
independent where xj = xj1 · · · xjl ∈ En for any j = (j1, . . . , jl) ∈ J .
Let y∗j = y
∗
j1
· · · y∗jl ∈ Y∗n for j ∈ J . We show that (y∗j )j∈J is linearly
independent. Let λj ∈ k for j ∈ J such that
∑
j∈J λjy
∗
j = 0. Then∑
j∈J
λjxj =
∑
j∈J
λjxj −
∑
j∈J
λjy
∗
j (1) ∈ Ek−1n .
In particular, λj = 0 for all j ∈ J with |j| = k. Then λj = 0 for all
j ∈ J by induction. This proves equality in (2.1).
From grY∗n ∼= En it follows in the same way as above that Y∗n ∼=
Dn. We can then refer to the results above to deduce from that the
statements concerning Y∗S for any S ⊂ T .
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It is of course also possible to prove these statements for Y∗S from
scratch without involving the right derivations, to the best of our knowl-
edge this however requires a far more intricate argument to replace
Proposition 2.6.
3. Some Relations in the Deformed Fomin-Kirillov Algebra
In this subsection we look at some very well known relations in ES
that are also relations in DS. It is not clear a priori that those relations
need not be deformed, because of this we give complete proofs. The
proofs however end up being identical or similar to the well known
proofs in the graded case that can be found for example in [FK98],
[BLM13], and [Kir97].
Also note that on 6 vertices there appear to be graphs S ⊆ T such
that some of the defining relations of ES in fact do need to be deformed
in order to produce relations in DS, at least if we assume that E6 is the
same as the corresponding Nichols algebra.
Statement (1) of the following lemma is very well known.
Lemma 3.1. Let n ≥ 3 and i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k} = 3.
Then
(1) yijyjkyij = yjkyijyjk, yjiyjkyji = −yjkyjiyjk.
(2) yijyjkyik = yikyjkyij.
Proof. (1) We use the relations in Lemma 2.4.
yijyjkyij = (−yjkyki − ykiyij)yij
= −yjk(−yijyjk − yjkyki)− yki
= yjkyijyjk.
The second equation in (1) follows directly from the first.
(2)
yijyjkyik = (−yjkyki − ykiyij)yik
= yjk − yikyjiyik
= yjk − yik(−yikykj − ykjyji)
= yikyjkyij.

The first relation in Lemma 3.1 is often referred to as braid relation.
We will do so in following. The braid relation is a special case of the
so called cyclic relations, which we look at in Lemma 3.2.
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Figure 1. The star on 5 vertices.
3.1. Relations in the Star. In this section we consider relations
for the star. We begin with the cyclic relations.
The graded analogue of the following Lemma 3.2 was proved in
[FK98, Lem. 7.2].
Lemma 3.2. Let n ≥ 3. Then
n∑
i=2
y1iy1i+1 · · · y1ny12y13 · · · y1i = 0.
Proof. For m ≥ 3 and k ≥ 2 let
y(m, k) =
m∑
i=k
y1iy1i+1 · · · y1my1ky1k+1 · · · y1i.
We show y(n, l) = 0 by induction on n− l. The case n− l = 1 has been
treated in Lemma 3.1(1). For the induction step we may assume l = 2
by using the action of Sn on Dn. In y(n, 2) use Lemma 2.4 to replace
y1ny12 by y12y2n − y2ny1n in all possible summands excluding the last
term y1ny12y13 · · · y1n. Observe that the factor y2n commutes with y1i
where 3 ≤ i ≤ n− 1. We obtain
y(n, 2) =
n−1∑
i=2
y1iy1i+1 · · · y1n−1y12y13 · · · y1i · y2n
− y2n
n−1∑
i=3
y1iy1i+1 · · · y1ny13 · · · y1i
− (y12y2n)y13 · · · y1n + y1ny12y13 · · · y1n
= y(n− 1, 2)y2n − y2n
n−1∑
i=3
y1iy1i+1 · · · y1ny13 · · · y1i
− y1ny12y13 · · · y1n − y2ny1ny13 · · · y1n
+ y1ny12y13 · · · y1n
= y(n− 1, 2)y2n − y2ny(n, 3)
= 0,
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by induction. In the third to last equation we again used y12y2n =
y1ny12 + y2ny1n. The proof is complete. 
Remark 3.3. For n = 4 the relation in Lemma 3.2 becomes
y12y13y14y12 + y13y14y12y13 + y14y12y13y14 = 0,
which is also often referred to as claw relation. We shall do so in the
following.
Next we consider a relation in the star on 5 vertices.
The graded analogue of the following Lemma 3.4 was proved in
[Kir97, Lem. 8.5].
Lemma 3.4. Assume #{i, j, k, l, n} = 5. Then
yniynkynlynkynjyni + yniynjyniynkynlynk + ynjyniynkynlynkynj
+ ynkynlyniynjyniynk + ynlyniynjyniynkynl
= yniynjynkynlynkyni + ynjynkynlynkyniynj + ynkyniynjyniynlynk
+ ynkynlynkyniynjyni + ynlynkyniynjyniynl.
Proof. Use Lemma 3.2 for n = 5 and obtain
yik(yniynlynkynjyni + ynlynkynjyniynl + ynkynjyniynlynk + ynjyniynlynkynj)
− (yniynjynkynlyni + ynjynkynlyniynj + ynkynlyniynjynk
+ ynlyniynjynkynl)yik = 0.
Using the commutation relations and the quadratic relations ykiyin +
yinynk + ynkyki = yniyik + yikykn + yknyni = 0 yields
0 = yniynkynlynkynjyni − ynkykiynlynkynjyni
− ynlynkyniynjyniynl + ynlyniyikynjyniynl
− ynkyniynjyniynlynk + yniyikynjyniynlynk
+ ynjyniynkynlynkynj − ynjynkykiynlynkynj
+ yniynjynkynlyikykn − yniynjynkynlynkyni
+ ynjynkynlyikyknynj − ynjynkynlynkyniynj
− ynkynlyniynjykiyin + ynkynlyniynjyniynk
− ynlyniynjykiyinynl + ynlyniynjyniynkynl.
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We sort and get
0 = yniynkynlynkynjyni − yniynjynkynlynkyni
+ (yniynjynkykiynlynk + yniynjykiyinynlynk)
+ ynjyniynkynlynkynj − ynjynkynlynkyniynj
+ (ynjynkykiynlynkynj − ynjynkykiynlynkynj)
− ynkyniynjyniynlynk + ynkynlyniynjyniynk
− (ynkynlyniyikynjyni + ynkynlyikyknynjyni)
− ynlynkyniynjyniynl + ynlyniynjyniynkynl
+ (ynlyniyikynjyniynl − ynlyniyikynjyniynl),
which implies the claim after we again use the quadratic relations men-
tioned above. 
For any algebra A we denote by [ , ] the usual commutator given by
[a, b] = ab− ba for a, b ∈ A.
In the deformed Fomin-Kirillov algebra we can then restate the
relation from Lemma 3.4 in a simpler way, see the following Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.5. Assume #{i, j, k, l, n} = 5. Then
[yniynkyni, ynjynlynj][ynkynjynk, yniynlyni] = [ynkynlynk, yniynjyni].
Proof. We compute
[yniynkyni, ynjynlynj][ynkynjynk, yniynlyni]
= −yniynkyniynjynlynjynjynkynjyniynlyni
− yniynkyniynlynjynlynlyniynlynkynjynk
+ ynjynlynjynkyniynkynkynjynkyniynlyni
+ ynjynlynjyniynkyniyniynlyniynkynjynk
= −yniynkyni(ynjynlynkynj)yniynlyni
− yniynkyni(ynlynjyniynl)ynkynjynk
+ ynjynlynj(ynkyniynjynk)yniynlyni
+ ynjynlynj(yniynkynlyni)ynkynjynk
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using the braid relations and the fact that the y’s square to one. Apply
the claw relations to the bracketed terms and obtain
[yniynkyni, ynjynlynj][ynkynjynk, yniynlyni]
= −yniynkyniynlynkynjynlynlyniynl
− ynkyniynkynkynjynlynkyniynlyni
− yniynkyniynjyniynlynjynjynkynj
+ yniynkyniyniynlynjyniynkynjynk
− ynjynlynjyniynjynkyniyniynlyni
− ynjynlynjynjynkyniynjyniynlyni
− ynjynlynjynkynlyniynkynkynjynk
+ ynlynjynlynlyniynkynlynkynjynk
= yniynkyni(−ynlynkynjyniynl − ynjyniynlynkynj)
+ (−ynkyniynjynlynk − ynjynlynkyniynj)yniynlyni
+ (yniynkynlynjyni + ynlynjyniynkynl)ynkynjynk
+ ynjynlynj(−yniynjynkynlyni − ynkynlyniynjynk),
where in the first step we again used the braid relations and in the
second step the fact that the y’s square to one. Now use the cyclic
relation from Lemma 3.2 on the bracketed terms and obtain
[yniynkyni, ynjynlynj][ynkynjynk, yniynlyni]
= yniynkyni(ynkynjyniynlynk + yniynlynkynjyni)
+ (yniynjynlynkyni + ynlynkyniynjynl)yniynlyni
− (ynkynlynjyniynk + ynjyniynkynlynj)ynkynjynk
+ ynjynlynj(ynjynkynlyniynj + ynlyniynjynkynl)
= −ynkyniynjyniynlynk + yniynkynlynkynjyni
− yniynjynkynlynkyni − ynlynkyniynjyniynl
+ ynkynlyniynjyniynk + ynjyniynkynlynkynj
− ynjynkynlynkyniynj + ynlyniynjyniynkynl
= [ynkynlynk, yniynjyni].
which is the claim. In the last step we used Lemma 3.4, in the second to
last step the braid relations and the fact that the y’s square to one. 
Remark 3.6. We will give a somewhat different direct proof of
the formula in Lemma 3.5 in Lemma 6.13. However, we consider it to
be of interest to show how the known formulation of the relation in
Lemma 3.4 is connected to our version in Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 6.13.
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3.2. Relations in the Circle. We look at some relations in DS
when S contains a circle.
The graded analogue of the following Lemma 3.7 was proved in
[BLM13, Lem. 7.4].
Lemma 3.7. Let n ≥ 3. Then
n∑
i=1
yi,i+1yi+1,i+2 · · · yn−1,nyn,1y12 · · · yi−3,i−2yi−2,i−1 = 0.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 3 the claim follows
from Lemma 2.4. Assume now that n > 3. For all m ≥ 3 let
y(m) =
m∑
i=1
yi,i+1yi+1,i+2 · · · ym−1,mym,1y12 · · · yi−3,i−2yi−2,i−1
where each summand has precisely m − 1 factors yt, t ∈ T . Replace
yn−1,nyn1 by yn1yn−1,1 + yn−1,1yn−1,n in each summand of y(n), where it
appears. This is the case for the summands with 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The
factors yn1 commute with yj,j+1 for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 2, and the factors
yn−1,n commute with yj,j+1 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 3. Therefore
y(n) = y12y23 · · · yn−1,n
+ yn1
n−1∑
i=2
yi,i+1 · · · yn−2,n−1yn−1,1y12 · · · yi−2,i−1
+
n−1∑
i=2
yi,i+1 · · · yn−2,n−1yn−1,1y12 · · · yi−2,i−1 · yn−1,n
+ yn1y12y23 · · · yn−2,n−1
= yn1y(n− 1) + y(n− 1)yn−1,n
= 0,
by induction. 
We want to derive more relations in the circle on n vertices. For
this let us introduce some convenient notation. First, we will allow
the indices of the elements yij to range over all of Z and then consider
them modulo n. Furthermore, in this section we will write yj instead
of yj,j+1 for j ∈ Z.
For example, we would state the previous Lemma 3.7 simply as
n∑
i=1
yiyi+1 · · · yi+n−3yi+n−2 = 0.(3.1)
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Note that we also have
n∑
i=1
yiyi−1 · · · yi−(n−3)yi−(n−2) = 0(3.2)
by using the isomorphism between Dn and its opposite algebra.
To state the relations we want to prove let us introduce some nota-
tion. For i ∈ Z let
mi = yiyi+1 · · · yi−2.
For example, we have m1 = y1y2 · · · yn−1 and mn = yny1 · · · yn−2. Of
course mi = mj if i ≡ j mod n.
We begin with a trivial lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let i, j ∈ Z. Then
miyj =

yj+1mi, if j 6≡ i− 2, i− 1 mod n,
yj+1mi+1, if j ≡ i− 1 mod n,
yj+1mi−1, if j ≡ i− 2 mod n.
Proof. This is an obvious consequence of the braid and commu-
tation relations. 
For the remainder of the section the following observation will be
useful. By definition and Lemma 3.1 (1) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n the
elements yi, yi+1, . . . , yi−2 satisfy all Coxeter relations of Sn, in fact the
group generated by those elements is isomorphic to Sn.
We continue with a technical lemma.
Lemma 3.9. Let 2 ≤ d ≤ n − 2 and 2 ≤ k1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · ≤ kd ≤
n−d+1. Then there is w˜k1,...,kd ∈ k〈y2−d, y2−d+1, . . . , yn−d−1〉 such that
mk1 · · ·mkd = wk1,...,kdynyn−1 · · · yn−d+1w˜k1,...,kd ,
where wk1,...,kd ∈ k〈y2, · · · , yn−1〉 is given as an element of Sn−1 by the
word i1 . . . in−d−1 k1 k2 + 1 . . . kd + d − 1 where i1 < · · · < in−d−1 ∈
{2, . . . , n} \ {k1, k2 + 1, . . . , kd + d − 1} (the identity is represented as
23 . . . n ).
Proof. We begin with the case k1 = k2 = · · · = kd = 2. Con-
sidered as an element in Sn generated by y2, . . . , yn and represented as
a word in the standard way we obviously have m2 = 2 3 . . . n 1, hence
md2 = d + 1 d + 2 . . . d + n. Multiplying this equation from the right
with yn−d+1yn−d+2 · · · yn−1yn immediately implies the claim because yj
corresponds to the transposition of j and j + 1. Also note that 1 is
clearly mapped to 1 so we indeed have an element in k〈y2, · · · , yn−1〉.
Next, assume that we are given 2 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kd ≤ n− d+ 1 such
that the statement is known for mk1 · · ·mkd and assume that there is
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some 1 ≤ l ≤ d with kl + 1 ≤ kl+1 where we assign kd+1 to mean
n − d + 1. We obtain using Lemma 3.8 repeatedly (we are always in
the first case due to our restrictions on k1, . . . , kd) that
mk1 · · ·mkl−1mkl+1mkl+1 · · ·mkd
= mk1 · · ·mkl−1yklmklykl−1mkl+1 · · ·mkd
= ykl+l−1mk1 · · ·mkl−1mklmkl+1 · · ·mkdykl−1−d+l
= ykl+l−1wk1,...,kdynyn−1 · · · yn−d+1(w˜k1,...,kd)−1ykl−1−d+l
= (ykl+l−1wk1,...,kd)ynyn−1 · · · yn−d+1(ykl−1−d+lw˜k1,...,kd)−1.
We observe that by the restrictions above we have
2 ≤ kl + l − 1 ≤ n− d+ d− 1 ≤ n− 1
and
2− d ≤ kl − 1− d+ l ≤ n− d− 1− d+ d = n− d− 1.
It only takes an easy calculation in Sn to see that
ykl+l−1wk1,...,kd = wk1,...,kl−1,kl+1,kl+1,...,kd ,
and the claim follows. 
The next lemma is the analog of Lemma 3.9 for terms starting with
m1.
Lemma 3.10. Let 2 ≤ d ≤ n−2 and 1 ≤ k2 ≤ · · · ≤ kd ≤ n−d+1.
Then there is v˜k2,...,kd ∈ k〈y2−d, y2−d+1, . . . , yn−d−1〉 such that
m1mk2 · · ·mkd = vk2,...,kdy1y2 · · · yn−dv˜k2,...,kd ,
where vk2,...,kd ∈ k〈y2, · · · , yn−1〉 is given as an element of Sn−1 by the
word i1 . . . in−d k2 + 1 k3 + 2 . . . kd + d − 1 where i1 < · · · < in−d ∈
{2, . . . , n} \ {k2 + 1, k3 + 2, . . . , kd + d− 1} (the identity is represented
as 23 . . . n).
Proof. We will skip this proof since it is analogous to the proof
of Lemma 3.9. 
We can now formulate and prove our desired relations. The proof
is very similar to [BLM13, Pro. 7.2].
Proposition 3.11. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ n− 1. Then∑
1≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
mk1 · · ·mkd = 0.
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Proof. The cases d = 1 and d = n − 1 are Equations (3.1) and
(3.2), respectively. In this proof we will write Sn−1 for the subgroup of
Sn generated by y2, . . . , yn−1.
Now obviously, ∑
1≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
mk1 · · ·mkd
=
∑
1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
m1mk2 · · ·mkd
+
∑
2≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
mk1 · · ·mkd .(3.3)
We write x = yn−d+1,1 and compute using Equation (3.1) and Lemma 3.10
for the first term of (3.3)∑
1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
m1mk2 · · ·mkd
=
∑
2≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
vk2,...,kdy1y2 · · · yn−dv˜k2,...,kd
= −
∑
2≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
n−d+1∑
s=2
vk2,...,kdysys+1 · · · yn−d · x
· y1y2 · · · ys−2v˜k2,...,kd .(3.4)
Note that vk2,...,kd in (3.4) runs over all elements in Sn−1 with at most
one descent occuring from n − d + 1 to n − d + 2. This implies that
vk2,...,kd runs over the minimal (i.e. of minimal length in the Coxeter
generators) left coset representatives in Sn−1 of the subgroup generated
by y2, . . . , yn−d, yn−d+2, . . . , yn−1, which we can identify with Sn−d ×
Sd−1. Moreover ysys+1 · · · yn−d in (3.4) ranges over the minimal left
coset representatives of the subgroup generated by y2, . . . , yn−d−1 in the
group generated by y2, . . . , yn−d; put more suggestively: ysys+1 · · · yn−d
in (3.4) ranges over the minimal left coset representatives of Sn−d−1×1
in Sn−d. Put together, this implies that vk2,...,kdysys+1 · · · yn−d in (3.4)
ranges over the minimal left coset representatives of Sn−d−1× 1× Sd−1
in Sn−1 with the identifications as above.
Similarly using Equation (3.2) and Lemma 3.9 we obtain for the
second term of (3.3)∑
2≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
mk1 · · ·mkd
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=
∑
2≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
wk1,...,kdynyn−1 · · · yn−d+1w˜k1,...,kd
=
∑
2≤k1≤k2≤···≤kd≤n+1−d
d∑
s=1
wk1,...,kdyn−syn−s−1 · · · yn−d+1 · x
· ynyn−1 · · · yn−s+2w˜k1,...,kd(3.5)
Similar to before note that wk1,...,kd in (3.5) runs over all elements
in Sn−1 with at most one descent occuring from n − d to n − d +
1. Again this implies that wk1,...,kd from (3.5) runs over the mini-
mal left coset representatives in Sn−1 of the subgroup generated by
y2, . . . , yn−d−1, yn−d+1, . . . , yn−1, which we can identify with Sn−d−1×Sd.
Also similar to above the terms yn−syn−s−1 · · · yn−d+1 in (3.5) range
over the minimal left coset representatives of the subgroup generated
by yn−d+2, . . . , yn−1 in the group generated by yn−d+1, . . . , yn−1, or put
differently 1 × Sd−1 in Sd. As above, put together this implies that
wk1,...,kdyn−syn−s−1 in (3.5) ranges over the minimal left coset represen-
tatives of Sn−d−1 × 1× Sd−1 in Sn−1.
This implies that the terms vk2,...,kdysys+1 · · · yn−d in (3.4) and the
terms wk1,...,kdyn−syn−s−1 in (3.5) range over the same elements.
Furthermore, observe that the terms y1y2 · · · ys−2v˜k2,...,kd from (3.4)
and ynyn−1 · · · yn−s+2w˜k1,...,kd from (3.5) contain no yn−d, this implies
that they are equal if their Sn-degrees are equal. Since all the occuring
summands in (3.4) and (3.5) have the same Sn-degree (namely 1+d 2+
d . . . n+d, see the proof of Lemma 3.9) it follows from the considerations
above that exactly the same summands occur in both (3.4) and (3.5),
but with different signs. This implies the claim. 
We want to rewrite our relations slightly for use later. For this we
start with a trivial lemma. Recall that the indices of the mi, i ∈ Z, are
understood to be modulo n.
Lemma 3.12. Let i, j ∈ Z. Then mim−1j = m−1j+1mi+1.
Proof. This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 3.8. Note that
the potentially critical third case of Lemma 3.8 only happens if i ≡ j
mod n (in which case the statement is just trivial). 
Let us denote with e1, . . . , en−1 ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn−1] the elementary
symmetric polynomials. Using these we can rewrite the relations from
Proposition 3.11.
Proposition 3.13. For 1 ≤ l ≤ n− 1 we have
el
(
m2m
−1
1 , . . . ,mnm
−1
1
)
= (−1)l.
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Proof. We use induction on l. For l = 1 simply multiply the d = 1
relation from Proposition 3.11 from the right by m−11 .
Let l > 1. Multiply the d = l relation from Proposition 3.11 from
the right by m−1n+1−l+1m
−1
n+1−l+2 · · ·m−1n+1, repeatedly use the preceding
Lemma 3.12, and split up the sum to obtain
0 =
∑
1≤k2≤···≤kl≤n+1−l
m1m
−1
1 mk2+1m
−1
1 · · ·mkl+l−1m−11
+
∑
2≤k1≤k2≤···≤kl≤n+1−l
mk1m
−1
1 mk2+1m
−1
1 · · ·mkl+l−1m−11
= el−1
(
m2m
−1
1 , . . . ,mnm
−1
1
)
+ el
(
m2m
−1
1 , . . . ,mnm
−1
1
)
.
The claim now follows from the induction hypothesis. 
CHAPTER 3
Subalgebras Related to Subgroups
In this chapter we investigate deformed Fomin-Kirillov Algebras by
considering subalgebras corresponding to certain subgroups of Sn.
We start with a few very general remarks in Section 4.
The most interesting case is if we consider Sn−1 as a subgroup of
Sn in the natural way. We go on to demonstrate this in Section 5 on
examples by calculating upper bounds for the dimensions (as vector
spaces) of DS for many small graphs S. Our upper bounds in all cases
coincide with the exact values given in [BLM13] for k = Q, which
were obtained with different and mostly computational methods.
In Section 6 we apply the same method to the full deformed Fomin-
Kirillov Algebra. In particular we give a way to calculate the dimension
of E5 without using computers. To the best of our knowledge there
currently is no other way to do this. We also consider the case n = 6,
but only with partial results.
Finally, in Section 7 we consider the subalgebras corresponding to
the trivial subgroup. We exhibit the examples Dn and the circle which
turn out to have intriguing algebra structures.
4. Preliminaries
In this subsection we work in a much more general setting than
needed in order not to obscure the very simple arguments.
4.1. Subalgebras Related to Subgroups. Let G be a group
and A a G-graded k-algebra. For a subgroup H ⊆ G let
AH =
⊕
h∈H
Ah,
where Ah is the homogeneous component of A of degree h. Then AH
is clearly a subalgebra of A.
We first show that the algebra structure of AH does only depend
on the conjugacy class of H under suitable conditions on A.
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Proposition 4.1. Assume A is generated by invertible, homoge-
neous elements, the degrees of which generate G. Assume H,H ′ are
conjugate subgroups of G. Then AH ∼= AH′ as algebras.
Proof. Let x be a homogeneous, invertible element of A of degree
g. We show xAHx
−1 = AgHg−1 . Indeed, if a ∈ A is homogeneous of
degree h ∈ H, then xax−1 is homogeneous of degree ghg−1. To show
equality consider
AH = x
−1xAHx−1x ⊆ x−1AgHg−1x ⊆ AH ,
hence x−1xAHx−1x = x−1AgHg−1x. Since conjugation with x−1 is in-
jective we obtain xAHx
−1 = AgHg−1 . Because A is generated by invert-
ible, homogeneous elements the degrees of which generate G the claim
follows. 
The following propostion relates the dimension of A to the dimen-
sion of AH .
Proposition 4.2. Assume A is generated by invertible, homoge-
neous elements, the degrees of which generate G. Let H ⊆ G be a
subgroup and n = # (G/H). Then
(1) Ag ∼= Ag′ as k-vector spaces for all g, g′ ∈ G.
(2) A has a basis of cardinality n as an AH-left module.
(3) dimkA < ∞ if and only if dimkAH < ∞. If dimkA < ∞,
then dimkA = n dimkAH .
Proof. (1) Let x be a homogeneous, invertible element of A. The
map Ag → Adeg(x)g, a 7→ xa is an isomorphism of K-vector spaces. The
claim follows since A is generated by such elements and the degrees of
those generators generate G.
(2) Let {g1, . . . , gn} be a set of right coset representatives of H in
G. For each j ∈ {1, . . . , n} choose a monomial uj in the generators of
A of degree gj. Then u1, . . . , un form a AH-basis of A. First it is clear
that uj 6= 0 for all j, since each uj is invertible being a monomial in
the invertible generators of A. Linear independence over AH is clear
since for each a ∈ AH we have auj ∈
⊕
g∈Hgj Ag and the gj belong to
different right cosets. To show that they also generate A as a AH-left
module, let y ∈ A be homogeneous of degree g ∈ Hgj. Then yu−1j ∈ AH
and y = (yu−1j )uj.
(3) Follows from either (1) or (2). 
We now specialize to our case of interest. ForG = Sn, i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
and Hi = {σ ∈ Sn |σ(i) = i} we write ϕi(A) for AHi . In particular, if
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S ⊆ T we have
ϕi(DS) = (DS)Hi =
⊕
σ∈Sn,σ(i)=i
(DS)σ,
where (DS)σ is the homogeneous component of DS of Sn-degree σ.
The following corollaries are trivial applications of Proposition 4.1
and Proposition 4.2, respectively.
Corollary 4.3. Let S ⊆ T be a connected graph on n vertices and
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Then ϕi(DS) ∼= ϕj(DS) as algebras.
Corollary 4.4. Let S ⊆ T be a connected graph on n vertices and
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
(1) (DS)σ ∼= (DS)τ as k-vector spaces for all σ, τ ∈ Sn.
(2) DS has a basis of cardinality n as a ϕi(DS)-left module.
(3) DS has a basis of cardinality n! as a (DS)()-left module.
(4) dimkDS < ∞ if and only if dimk ϕi(DS) < ∞. If dimkDS <
∞, then dimkDS = n dimk ϕi(DS).
(5) dimkDS <∞ if and only if dimk(DS)() <∞. If dimkDS <∞,
then dimkDS = n! dimk(DS)().
4.2. Generators and Relations of Subalgebras. Given a k-
algebra B and a subalgebra A we give a method to find generators and
relations of A under strong technical assumptions.
We begin with the following trivial but useful lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let B be an algebra and A ⊆ B a subalgebra such that
B has a basis 1 = u1, . . . , un as a left A-module. Assume that we have
a1, . . . , am ∈ A such that u1, . . . , un form a generating set of B as a left
k〈a1, . . . , am〉-module. Then A = k〈a1, . . . , am〉.
Proof. The inclusion k〈a1, . . . , am〉 ⊆ A is trivial.
For the other inclusion let a ∈ A. Since A ⊆ B we have xi ∈
k〈a1, . . . , am〉 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
au1 = a =
n∑
i=1
xiui
due to our assumptions. Since xi ∈ A for all i it follows that a = x1
because u1, . . . , un form a basis of B as an A-module. This implies the
claim. 
We now discuss a method to convert relations in B to relations in
A.
Let S be some finite set and l ≥ 1. Let B be the k-algebra given
by generators bs, s ∈ S, and relations rk(bS) where rk ∈ k〈Xs|s ∈ S〉
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is a noncommutative polynomial for 1 ≤ k ≤ l. Let a1, . . . , am ∈ B
such that B has a basis 1 = u1, . . . , un as a left A-module, where
A = k〈a1, . . . , am〉. We give a method to find defining relations of A.
For i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, s ∈ S let f sij ∈ k〈X1, . . . , Xm〉 such that
ujbs =
n∑
i=1
f sij(a1, . . . , am)ui.
Let A˜ and B˜ be the tensor algebras of the vector spaces with basis
a˜1, . . . , a˜m and b˜s, s ∈ S, respectively.
Repeat the following procedure for 1 ≤ k ≤ l.
Let M be the left A˜-module with basis u˜1, . . . , u˜n. We define a
A˜− B˜-Bimodule structure on M by letting
u˜j b˜s =
n∑
i=1
f sij(a˜1, . . . , a˜m)u˜i
for j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and s ∈ S. This is well defined by construction. For
j ∈ {1, . . . , n} there are rkij ∈ k〈x1, . . . , xm〉 such that
u˜jrk(b˜S) =
n∑
i=1
rkij(a˜1, . . . , a˜m)u˜i.
We now replace B˜ by B˜/〈rk〉 and A˜ by A˜/〈rkij|1 ≤ i, j ≤ n〉 and repeat
the procedure.
After having done this for k = 1, . . . , l we obviously obtain an
isomorphism φ : B˜ → B of k-algebras by mapping b˜s 7→ bs for s ∈ S.
Moreover, we also claim A˜ ∼= A by mapping a˜p 7→ ap for 1 ≤ p ≤ m. For
this observe that rkij(a1, . . . , am) = 0 in A is clear since by construction
we have
0 = ujrk(bS) =
n∑
i=1
rkij(a1, . . . , am)ui
and u1, . . . , un are linearly independent over A by assumption. Fur-
thermore, if r ∈ k〈X1, . . . , Xm〉 with r(a1, . . . , am) = 0 in A then we
obtain
0 = φ−1(r(a1, . . . , am)) = r(φ−1(a1), . . . , φ−1(am)),
which we can do since A ⊆ B is a subalgebra. Since u1 = 1 we have
u˜1φ
−1(aj) = a˜ju˜1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ m by construction (express aj as a
polynomial in the bs, s ∈ S). This implies
0 = u˜1r(φ
−1(a1), . . . , φ−1(am)) = r(a˜1, . . . , a˜m)u1,
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which in turn implies r(a˜1, . . . , a˜m) = 0 in A˜ since u1 is part of a A˜-Basis
of M .
Hence we know that our generators of A˜ satisfy exactly the same
relations as the given generators of A. The claim follows.
Remark 4.6. It is obvious how the content of this section applies
to our case of interest. Since Lemma 4.5 is trivial, we will generally
not mention using it.
Our method to convert relations is really only an improvement if
the defining relations are difficult to deal with or if we want to make
sure we have found all defining relations of the subalgebra. Since we do
not have a method to find all defining relations in the bigger algebra DS
without involving Gro¨bner Basis in the first place, the second aspect is
really only useful for S = T . For graphs on fewer than 6 vertices we will
most of the time simply guess and prove relations of the subalgebra.
5. Examples for Fixing a Point
In this section we will demonstrate our first method for investigating
ES by giving upper bounds for the dimensions of ES for some subgraphs
S ⊆ T . Our strategy is to give a graph S ′ on fewer vertices than S
and a finite dimensional algebra A such that we have a surjective linear
map ES′ ⊗ A→ grϕi(DS). Except for some examples on 6 vertices we
will do this by direct calculation.
Notice that most of the dimensions for graphs on at most 5 vertices
can be easily derived knowing Theorem 1.6 and the dimension of En
for n ≤ 5, which we will compute directly in Section 6.
In [BLM13] all of the dimensions in this section, except the ones
on 6 vertices, have already been calculated. In the cases except Dn this
was done over Q by computer calculations.
When investigating ES or DS for some subgraph S ⊆ T we are of
course faced with the problem of not knowing a complete list of defining
relations. Where it is important to make the distinction, we will write
D̂S for the algebra given by the generators of DS with the quadratic
relations and the relations discussed in Section 3. Of course any upper
bound for the dimension of D̂S is also an upper bound for the dimension
of ES and DS. This notation will only be used in this section.
5.1. n ≤ 3. For n = 2 there is only the graph S = {(1, 2)} to
consider. It is clear that ϕ1(DS) = k. In particular dimkDS = 2.
For n = 3 we have the following.
Example 5.1. Consider S = {(1, 2), (2, 3)}. It is clear that
ϕ1(DS) = k〈y23〉 ∼= D2.
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Observe that as an easy consequence we already get dimk E3 = 12
independently from Section 6, in fact keeping the notation S from
Example 5.1 we have
dimk E3 = dimk E2 dimk ES
= dimkD2 dimkDS
= 3 dimkD2 dimk ϕ1(DS)
= 3(dimkD2)2 = 12,
where we used Theorem 1.6, Corollary 2.8, Corollary 4.4, Example 5.1,
and the remark on the dimension on D2 at the beginning of this section.
5.2. n = 4. The dimensions of the Fomin-Kirillov algebras belong-
ing to graphs on at most 4 vertices can be easily derived from the
dimension of E4, which we compute in Section 6, and the dimensions
of the Fomin-Kirillov algebras to graphs on at most 3 vertices. Indeed,
from dimk E3 = 12 and dimk E4 = 576 it follows from Remark 1.7 that
the Fomin-Kirillov algebra to the star graph on 4 vertices has dimension
48. Again by Remark 1.7 we then know the dimension of the Fomin-
Kirillov algebras for all graphs with at most 4 vertices that contain a
star on 4 vertices. Hence the only missing example is the circle on 4
vertices. But, by removing two suitable edges from the complete graph
on 4 vertices we can see using Theorem 1.6 that the Fomin-Kirillov
algebra to the circle on 4 vertices has dimension 144.
While we already know the dimensions of the examples on 4 vertices,
the specifics of the following treatment will be used again in the later
parts of Section 5.
Figure 1. The graph from Example 5.2.
The following Example 5.2 is the first in the series Dn which we
will consider later in Section 5.5.
Example 5.2. Consider S = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4)}. We will write
t23 = y12y13y12, t42 = y14y12y14 and t34 = y13y14y13.
By Corollary 4.4 the set {y12, y13, y14} forms a basis of DS as a left
ϕ1(DS)-module. It is easy to check that this set also generates DS as
a left k〈t23, t34, t42〉-module, for example by showing that for 2 ≤ j ≤ 4
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and s ∈ S the element y1jys is in the left k〈t23, t34, t42〉-submodule of
DS generated by {y12, y13, y14}.
Due to freeness this implies
ϕ1(DS) = k〈t23, t34, t42〉,
as we have expanded on in Lemma 4.5. We observe t2ij = (y1iy1jy1i)
2 =
1 for (i, j) ∈ {(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 2)} and
t23t42 = (y12y13y12)(y14y12y14)(5.1)
= −y12y13y12y12y14y12
= −y12y13y14y12
= y13y14y12y13 + y14y12y13y14
= y13y14y13y13y12y13 + y14y12y14y14y13y14
= −(y13y14y13)(y12y13y12)− (y14y12y14)(y13y14y13)
= −t34t23 − t42t34
by the quadratic, braid, and claw relations. In the same way we get
t42t23 + t23t34 + t34t42 = 0. The generators of ϕ1(DS) fulfill the defining
relations of D3, hence ϕ1(DS) is a quotient of D3. Using this in the
second step we obtain
dimkDS = 4 dimk ϕ1(DS) ≤ 4 dimkD3 ≤ 48,
where in the first step we use Corollary 4.4(4) and in the last step the
remark after Example 5.1.
Note that going on we will most of the time skip easy calculations
involving only quadratic, braid, and claw relations as (5.1) in Exam-
ple 5.2.
Figure 2. The graph from Example 5.3.
Example 5.3. Consider S = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1)}. Let a(234) =
−y12y23y34y41 and
t23 = y23, t34 = y34, t42 = y41y12y41.
Similar to the last example we can check
ϕ1(DS) = k〈t23, t34, t42, (a(234))±1〉.
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We have
a(234) = −y12y23y34y41
= (y23y34y41 + y34y41y12 + y41y12y23)y41
= y23y34 + y34(y41y12y41) + (y41y12y41)y23
= t23t34 + t34t42 + t42t23
using the well known relation from Lemma 3.7 for n = 4. In the same
way we obtain a−1(234) = t34t23+t23t42+t42t34. Hence our generators fulfill
the defining relations of D3 up to elements of k[a(234), a−1(234)]. Moreover,
it is easy to check that
a(234)tij = ti(234)j(234)a(234) for (i, j) ∈ {(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 2)}.
We want to approximate the order of a(234). For this first observe
that the d = 2 version of Proposition 3.11 is
y12y34y23y41 + y34y41y23y34 + y41y12y34y41(5.2)
+ y12y23y41y12 + y23y34y12y23 + y23y41y12y34 = 0
Using this in the fifth step and Lemma 3.7 for n = 4 in the second step
we obtain
a2(234) = y12y23y34(y41y12y23)y34y41
(5.3)
= −y12y23y34(y12y23y34 + y23y34y41 + y34y41y12)y34y41
= −y12y23y34y12y23y41 − y12y34y23y34y41y34 − y12y23y41y12y34y41
= −y12y23(y12y34y23y41 + y34y41y23y34 + y41y12y34y41)
= y12y23(y12y23y41y12 + y23y34y12y23 + y23y41y12y34)
= y23y12y41y12 + y34y23 + y12y41y12y34
= t23t42 + t34t23 + t42t34
= a−1(234).
Hence a3(234) = 1.
If we introduce a filtration on ϕ1(DS) by letting deg t23 = deg t34 =
deg t42 = 1 and deg a(234) = deg a
−1
(234) = 0 this implies that we have a
surjective linear map E3 ⊗ k[a(234)] → grϕ1(DS). Since a3(234) = 1 this
implies dimkDS ≤ 144.
We will also deal with the cirlce on n vertices again using a different
method in Section 7.2.
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5.3. n = 5. Again as in the last section knowing the dimension
of E5 already tells us the dimension of the Fomin-Kirillov algebras for
many graphs on 5 vertices by Remark 1.7 and Theorem 1.6. The excep-
tions which we cannot deal with like this are discussed in the current
section and in Section 5.5. The Fomin-Kirillov algebra to the graph in
Example 5.8 is discussed for illustrative purposes.
Figure 3. The graph from Example 5.4.
Example 5.4. Consider S = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (5, 2)}. Let
a(23) = y35y23y25 = y25y23y35 and
t12 = y12, t23 = y23, t34 = y34,
t24 = y35y23y34y23y35, t13 = y25y23y12y23y25.
It is easy to check
ϕ5(DS) = k〈t12, t24, t34, t13, t23, a23〉.
Denote by S ′ the full graph on 4 vertices with the edge (1, 4) removed,
and by S ′′ the graph S ′ with the edge (2, 3) removed (S ′′ is a circle).
It is clear that dimk D̂S′ ≤ 2 dimk D̂S′′ ≤ 288 by Example 5.3.
It is easy to check that t12, t23, t34, t24, t13 satisfy the relations re-
quired in DS′ . Notice that we do not need to check the special relations
of the circle on 4 points due to the presence of the diagonal, see the
proofs in Section 3.2. Furthermore we can check
a(23)tij = ti(23)j(23)a(23) for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 4), (3, 4), (1, 3)}.
For the remaining generator we have
t23a(23) = y23y35y23y25
= y35y23y35y25
= y35y25y35y23
= y35(y35y23 − y23y25)y23
= −y35y23y25y23 + 1
= −a(23)t23 + 1.
It follows that we have a surjective linear map D̂S′⊗K[a(23)]→ ϕ1(DS);
due to a2(23) = 1 this implies dimkDS ≤ 2880.
We continue with
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Figure 4. The graph from Example 5.5.
Example 5.5. Consider S = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 1), (3, 5)}. Let
a(234) = −y12y23y34y41 and
t23 = y23, t34 = y34, t35 = y35, t42 = y12y41y12,
t45 = y12y23y34y35y34y23y12, t25 = a(234)t45a
−1
(234).
We can check
ϕ1(DS) = k〈t23, t34, t35, t42, t45, t25, (a(234))±1〉.
The commutation relations
a(234)tij = ti(234)j(234)a(234)
for (i, j) ∈ {(2, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 2), (4, 5), (2, 5)},
are easy to check.
In Example 5.3 we have seen that
a(234) = t23t34 + t34t42 + t42t23 and a
−1
(234) = t34t23 + t23t42 + t42t34.
The other defining relations of D4 are easy consequences of quadratic,
braid, and claw relations and their proofs will be skipped.
Introducing a suitable filtration it follows that there is a surjective
linear map E4 ⊗ k[a(234)] → grϕ1(DS); due to a3(234) = 1 this implies
dimkDS ≤ 8640.
In the next example the situation is more difficult and we will give
more details.
Figure 5. The graph from Example 5.6.
Example 5.6. Consider S = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 1), (2, 4)}.
Write
t23 = y23, t34 = y34, t45 = y45, t24 = y24,
t52 = y12y51y12, t35 = a(245)t34a
−1
(245),
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where
a(245) = −y12y24y45y51, and a(2345) = −y12y23y34y45y51.
We can check
ϕ1(DS) = k〈t52, t23, t34, t45, t24, t35, (a(245))±1, (a(2345))±1〉.
From Example 5.3 we know
t52t24 + t24t45 + t45t52 = a(245),
t24t52 + t45t24 + t52t45 = a
−1
(245),
some commutation relations
a(245)tij = ti(245)j(245)a(245) for (i, j) ∈ {(2, 4), (4, 5), (5, 2), (3, 4)},
and a3(245) = 1. Furthermore we can easily show
a(2435)tij = ti(2435)j(2435)a(2435) for (i, j) ∈ {(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 2)},
using the braid relations. Before we turn to the remaining commutation
relations we derive some relations between a(245) and a(2345). First we
calculate
a(245)a
−1
(2345) = y12y24y45y51y51y45y34y23y12
= y12(y24y34y23)y12
= y12y23y34y24y12
= y12y23y34y45y51y51y45y24y12
= a(2345)a
−1
(245),
and in a similar way a−1(245)a(2345) = a
−1
(2345)a(245).
The remaining commutation relations are a bit more involved. We
first compute
a(245)t23 = −y12y24y45y51y23
= −y12(y24y23)y45y51
= −y12(y23y34 − y34y24)y45y51
= a(2345) − t34a(245),
and using this obtain
a(245)t35 = a
−1
(245)t34a(245)a(245)
= a−1(245)(a(2345) − a(245)t23)a(245)
= −t23a(245) + a−1(245)a(2345)a(245)
= −t23a(245) + a−1(2345)a−1(245).
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Going on we observe
a(2345)t24 = a(2345)a
−1
(245)t45a(245)
= a(245)a
−1
(2345)t45a(245)
= a(245)t34a
−1
(2345)a(245)
= t35a(245)a
−1
(245)a(2345)
= t35a(2345),
and
a(2345)t35 = a(2345)a
−1
(245)a(245)t35
= a(245)a
−1
(2345)(−t23a(245) + a−1(2345)a−1(245))
= −a(245)a−1(2345)t23a(245) + a(245)a−2(2345)a−1(245)
= −a(245)t52a−1(2345)a(245) + a(245)a−2(2345)a−1(245)
= −t24a(2345) + a(245)a−2(2345)a−1(245).
So we have commutation relations for a(245) and a(2345) with all gener-
ators tij. We discuss the relations between those generators required
for D4. Begin with
t34t35 = t34a(245)t34a
−1
(245)
= −a(245)t23t34a−1(245) + a(2345)t34a−1(245)
= −a(245)(t34t24 + t24t23)a−1(245) + t45a(2345)a−1(245)
= −t35t45a(245)a−1(245) − t45a(245)t23a−1(245) + t45a(2345)a−1(245)
= −t35t45 + t45t34 − t45a(2345)a−1(245) + t45a(2345)a−1(245)
= −t35t45 + t45t34,
by going to the opposite algebra this also yields t35t34+ t45t35− t34t45 =
0. Using this we compute
t52t35 = t52a(245)t34a
−1
(245)
= a(245)t45t34a
−1
(245)
= a(245)(t34t35 + t35t45)a
−1
(245)
= t35a(245)t35a
−1
(245) − t23a(245)t45a−1(245) + a−1(2345)a−1(245)t45a−1(245)
= −t35t23a(245)a−1(245) + t35a−1(2345)a−2(245)
− t23t52a(245)a−1(245) + a−1(2345)t24a−2(245)
= −t35t23 − t23t52 + t35a−1(2345)a−2(245) − t35a−1(2345)a−2(245)
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+ a−1(2345)a(245)a
−2
(2345)a
−1
(245)a
−1
(2345)a
−2
(245)
= −t35t23 − t23t52 + a(245)a2(2345),
which again immediately implies t35t52 + t23t35 + t52t23 = a
−2
(2345)a
−1
(245).
Finally we compute
t24t35 = (a(245)t52a
−1
(245))(a(245)t34a
−1
(245))
= a(245)t34t52a
−1
(245)
= t35t24
and are done (recall tij = yij for (i, j) ∈ {(2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (2, 4)}).
We need to approximate the order of a(2345). For this consider
0 = a(2345)(t52t24 + t24t45 + t45t52 − a(245))
= t23t35a(2345) + t35t52a(2345) + t52t23a(2345) − a(2345)a(245)
= a−2(2345)a
−1
(245)a(2345) − a(2345)a(245)
= a−3(2345)a(245) − a(2345)a(245),
and hence a4(2345) = 1.
Using an appropriate filtration we obtain a surjective linear map
E4 ⊗ k〈a(245), a(2345)〉 → grϕ1(DS). From the relations regarding a(245)
and a(2345) from above we see that k〈a(245), a(2345)〉 is a quotient of
the group algebra of the symmetric group on 4 points. This implies
dimkDS ≤ 69120.
Using Example 5.6 it is now easy to treat the circle on 5 vertices.
Note that since the relations from Proposition 3.11 become somewhat
difficult to deal with already for n = 5 we choose to argue by using
extra edges.
Figure 6. The graph from Example 5.6.
Example 5.7. Let S = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 1)}. We will
use the notation from the previous Example 5.6. We will refer to the
circle on 4 vertices by S ′. It is easy to check that
ϕ1(DS) = k〈t52, t23, t34, t45, a±1(2345)〉.
The commutation relations
a(2345)tij = ti(2345)j(2345)a(2345) for (i, j) ∈ {(5, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5)}
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were already discussed in Example 5.6, as were most of the appropriate
Coxeter relations among t52, t23, t34, t45 as in the 4-circle S
′. Note that
the braid relations involving t52 are not completely immediate from
the previous example, since the quadratic relations involving t23 or t45
and t52 are only fulfilled up to summands in k〈a(245), a(2345)〉. They
are however easy to check, and we shall do so later in the proof of
Proposition 5.13.
We need to discuss the special relations from Section 3.2. First we
check
t52t23t34 + t23t34t45 + t34t45t52 + t45t52t23
= y12y51y12y23 + y12y12y23y34y45 + y12y34y45y51y12 + y12y45y51y12y23
= y12(y51y12y23 + y12y23y34y45 + y34y45y51y12 + y45y51y12y23)
= 0,
using the relation from Lemma 3.7 for n = 5. The last remaining
relation we discuss in the form (5.2) as in Example 5.3. We want to
show
a2(2345) = t45t23t34t52 + t45t34t52t45 + t52t45t23t52(5.4)
+ t23t34t52t23 + t34t45t23t34 + t34t52t45t23.
We imitate the proof of Proposition 3.11 and using relations from Ex-
ample 5.6 replace t23t34 by t34t24 + t24t23 and t52t45 by −t24t52− t45t24 +
a−1(245) in the right hand side of (5.4) whereever possible. After cancelling
the right hand side of (5.4) becomes
t45t34a
−1
(245) + a
−1
(245)t23t52 + t34a
−1
(245)t23
= t45t34a
−1
(245) − t35a−1(245)t52 + a(245)a(2345)t52 − t34t35a−1(245) + t34a(245)a(2345)
= (t45t34 − t35t45 − t34t35)a−1(245) + a(245)t23a(2345) + t34a(245)a(2345)
= a(2345)a(2345) − t34a(245)a(2345) + t34a(245)a(2345)
= a2(2345),
where we used the commutation relations from Example 5.6.
If we use that the Fomin-Kirillov algebra ES′ for the 4-circle S ′
has the relations we discussed in Section 3 plus the quadratic relations
as defining relations, it follows that if we introduce an appropriate
filtration we have a surjective linear map ES′ ⊗ k[a(2345)]→ grϕ1(DS).
In particular we would obtain dimkDS ≤ 2880 since a4(2345) = 1 by
Example 5.6.
However, since we do not have a method (that does not involve com-
puting Groebner basis) to show what the defining relations of ES′ are,
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we proceed differently and simply apply our method of fixing a point
again to ϕ1(DS). Notice that the elements t52, t23, t34, t45 ∈ ϕ1(DS)
fulfill almost exactly the defining relations of DS′ , the only differ-
ence being that relation (5.2) from Example 5.3 is deformed to (5.4).
Hence we choose to imitate the procedure from Example 5.3. Let
b(345) = −t23t34t45t52 and
s34 = t34, s45 = t45, s53 = t52t23t52, c(345) = t23a(2345).
Again, we have
ϕ2(ϕ1(DS)) = k〈s34, s45, s53, c(345), b±1(345)〉,
and it is shown as in Example 5.3 that s34, s45, s53 fulfill the defining
relations of D3 upto elements in k[b(345), b−1(345)] and have appropriate
commutation relations with b±1(345). Moreover, it is a trivial consequence
of the braid relations, the quadratic relations, and the commutation
relations for a(2345) that we have
c(345)sij = si(345)j(345)c(345) for (i, j) ∈ {(3, 4), (4, 5), (5, 3)}.
This implies that with an appropriate filtration there is a surjective
linear map E3 ⊗ A → grϕ2(ϕ1(DS)), where A = k〈b±1(345), c(345)〉. It
follows dimkDS ≤ 5 · 4 · 12 · dimkA.
We investigate relations among the generators of A. First, imitating
the calculations in (5.3) from Example 5.3 with our deformed relation
(5.4) instead of (5.2) we get
b2(345) − b−1(345) = −t23t34a2(2345) = −c2(345).(5.5)
And analogously we obtain
b−2(345) − b(345) = −a2(2345)t34t23.
Multiplying these two equations yields
b3(345) + b
−3
(345) = 1(5.6)
due to a4(2345) = 1.
Combining the relations (5.5) and (5.6) one can see with some el-
ementary calculations that c4(345) = −b(345) and c12(345) + c6(345) + 1 = 0.
This implies that A is a quotient of k[x]/〈x12+x6+1〉. In particular we
have dimkA ≤ 12. Also we observe that the algebra A is semisimple if
chark 6= 2, 3.
In Section 7.2 we will see that the upper bound we have given in
Example 5.7 is in fact exact.
In all examples we treated so far we found some graph S ′ on fewer
vertices than S and some finite group G such that we had a surjective
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linear map ES′ ⊗kG→ grϕn(DS). Sadly, this does not appear to work
for all examples as we will see now.
Figure 7. The graph from Example 5.8.
Example 5.8. This example is essentially only part of the treat-
ment in Section 6 where we will derive the results in a more conceptual
way. We still present the more elementary ad hoc approach.
We consider the star on five vertices S = {(5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 3), (5, 4)}
and for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 with i 6= j let tij = yniynjyni. It is easy to check
ϕ5(DS) = k〈t12, t13, t14, t23, t24, t34〉.
We know from Example 5.2 that those generators satisfy all defining
relations of the full graph on 4 vertices bar the commutation relations.
We set then
tij;kl = [tij, tkl]
for 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ 4 with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Note that Lemma 3.5 states
tij;kltik;jl = til;kj. We compute
tij;kltjk = [y5iy5jy5i, y5ky5ly5k]y5jy5ky5j
= −y5iy5jy5i(y5ky5ly5jy5k) + y5ky5ly5k(y5jy5iy5ky5j)
= (y5iy5jy5i)y5ly5jy5ky5l − y5jy5iy5ky5ly5j
− y5ky5ly5ky5iy5ky5jy5i − y5ky5ly5jy5iy5k
= −y5jy5i(y5jy5ly5j)y5ky5l − y5ky5l(y5ky5iy5k)y5jy5i
+ y5iy5ky5ly5jy5i + y5ly5jy5iy5ky5l
= +y5jy5iy5ly5jy5ly5ky5l + y5ky5ly5iy5ky5iy5jy5i
+ y5iy5ky5ly5iy5iy5jy5i + y5ly5jy5iy5ly5ly5ky5l
= −y5iy5ly5jy5iy5ly5ky5l − y5ly5iy5ky5ly5iy5jy5i
= −y5iy5ly5iy5iy5jy5iy5ly5ky5l − (y5ly5iy5l)y5ly5ky5ly5iy5jy5i
= −y5iy5ly5iy5iy5jy5iy5ly5ky5l + y5iy5ly5iy5ly5ky5ly5iy5jy5i
= y5iy5ly5i[y5iy5jy5i, y5ky5ly5k]
= tiltij;kl.
using the cyclic relations from Lemma 3.2. We note that tij;kltij =
−tijtij;kl is trivial. Put together and using a suitable filtration this
implies the existence of a surjective linear map E4 ⊗ A → grϕ5(DS)
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where A is the subalgebra of ϕ5(DS) generated by t12;34, t13;24, t14;23. We
will see later in Lemma 6.16 that dimkA ≤ 5. This implies dimk ES ≤
14400.
Note that the algebra A in the previous Example 5.8 is not a group
algebra since it is non commutative and at most 5 dimensional. If
chark = 0 it is at least semisimple and we can check A ∼= k× k2×2 as
k-algebras.
Furthermore, as already explained it follows easily from dimk E5 =
8294400 and Remark 1.7 that our upper bound from Example 5.8 is in
fact exact.
5.4. n = 6. In this section we assume that E6 is the same
as the associated Nichols-algebra, as is conjectured in [FK98].
We use a computer aided approach with the method in Section 4.2 and
a procedure similar to the one shown in the examples in Section 5.3 to
give upper bounds for the dimensions of some algebras on 6 vertices.
The strategy is again to give a graph S ′ on fewer vertices than S and a
finite dimensional algebra A such that we have a surjective linear map
ES′ ⊗ A→ grϕi(DS) using an appropriate filtration.
However, while the algebras A in the last sections were all rather
well behaved (most were group algebras, the others at least semisimple
if char k = 0) the situation here is much less satisfactory.
The complication that necessitates and limits the computer aided
approach are complicated relations of high degree. We first search for
new relations in the Nichols algebra and then deform them to relations
in the deformed Fomin-Kirillov algebra using Proposition 2.6.
We will work with k = Q and for Groebner basis computations use
the package GBNP [CK16] implemented in GAP [GAP16].
Note that the easier examples on 6 vertices are dealt with on the
go in Section 5.6.
Figure 8. The graphs S and S ′ from Proposition 5.9.
Proposition 5.9. Let S be the graph on the left in Figure 8 and
S ′ be the graph on the right in Figure 8. If we choose a suitable fil-
tration on ϕ1(DS)(Q) there is a finite dimensional Q-algebra A and a
surjective linear map ES′(Q) ⊗ A → grϕ1(DS)(Q). The algebra A is
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Figure 9. The graphs S and S ′ from Proposition 5.10.
Figure 10. The graphs S and S ′ from Proposition 5.11.
Figure 11. The graphs S and S ′ from Proposition 5.12.
not semisimple, not commutative, and of dimension 24. In particular
we obtain dimQ ES(Q) ≤ 99532800.
Proposition 5.10. Let S be the graph on the left in Figure 9 and
S ′ be the graph on the right in Figure 9. If we choose a suitable fil-
tration on ϕ1(DS)(Q) there is a finite dimensional Q-algebra A and a
surjective linear map ES′(Q) ⊗ A → grϕ1(DS)(Q). The algebra A is
not semisimple, not commutative, and of dimension 108. In particular
we obtain dimQ ES(Q) ≤ 2687385600.
Proposition 5.11. Let S be the graph on the left in Figure 10
and S ′ be the graph on the right in Figure 10. If we choose a suitable
filtration on ϕ1(DS)(Q) there is a finite dimensional Q-algebra A and
a surjective linear map ES′(Q)⊗ A→ grϕ1(DS)(Q). The algebra A is
not semisimple, not commutative, and of dimension 8. In particular
we obtain dimQ ES(Q) ≤ 99532800.
Proposition 5.12. Let S be the graph on the left in Figure 11
and S ′ be the graph on the right in Figure 11. If we choose a suitable
filtration on ϕ1(DS)(Q) there is a finite dimensional Q-algebra A and
a surjective linear map ES′(Q)⊗ A→ grϕ1(DS)(Q). The algebra A is
semisimple, commutative, and of dimension 6. In particular we obtain
dimQ ES(Q) ≤ 2073600.
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5.5. Dn. Let n ≥ 4 and
Dn = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (i, i+ 1) | 4 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
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Figure 12. Dn
In this section we identify ϕ1(DDn) and by doing so give an upper
bound for the dimension of EDn . This coincides with the exact value
given in [BLM13, Thm. 6.2] by different methods. We will also revisit
this example in Section 7.1 and using a different method also show that
our upper bound is in fact exact.
The case n = 4 was already treated in Example 5.2.
We will write D′n−1 for the graph obtained from Dn−1 by adding
the edge connecting 2 and 3. We have the following result.
Proposition 5.13. Let n ≥ 4. Then ϕ1 (DDn) has a set of genera-
tors which satisfy the quadratic, braid, and claw relations of DD′n−1. In
other words, ϕ1 (DDn) is a quotient of D̂D′n−1.
Proof. It is easy to check that ϕ1(DDn) is generated as an algebra
by
t24 = y12y14y12, t43 = y14y13y14, t32 = y13y12y13,
and
tii+1 = yii+1 where 4 ≤ i ≤ n− 1.
We check that these generators satisfy the same defining relations as
the generators of DD′n−1 . Commutation of tii+1 where 4 ≤ i ≤ n − 1
with t23 is obvious, as is commutation of tii+1 where 5 ≤ i ≤ n−1 with
t43, t32. The remaining quadratic relations we have seen in Example 5.2.
Note that the quadratic relations in this case already imply the claw
relations involving t24, t43, t45 as one can see in the proof of Lemma 3.2.
What remains to be shown are the braid relations concerning t24 or t43
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and t45. Consider
t45t24t45 = y45y12y14y12y45
= y12y45y14y45y12
= y12y14y45y14y12
= y12y14(y12y12)y45y14y12
= y12y14y12y45y12y14y12
= t24t45t24.
The relation t43t45t43 = −t45t43t45 is obtained in a similar way. 
In fact, it is true that ϕ1 (DDn) ∼= DD′n−1 , which follows immediately
from this statement if we use that the dimension of EDn was computed
in [BLM13, Thm. 6.2]. We will later in Section 7.1 give an easy inde-
pendent argument for this statement for k = C.
At this point we can only show the following estimate.
Corollary 5.14. Let n ≥ 4. Then dimkDDn ≤ n!2n−3.
Proof. We already know the statement for n = 4 from Exam-
ple 5.2.
Since we only used the braid and claw relations of DDn in the proof
of Proposition 5.13, it follows
dimkDDn = n dimk ϕ1(DDn)
≤ n dimk D̂D′n−1
≤ 2n dimk D̂Dn−1
≤ n!2n−3
by induction. 
5.6. En(n = 6, 7, 8). Let n ≥ 6 and
En = {(3, n), (i, i+ 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2}.
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Figure 13. En
In this section we will investigate ϕ3(DEn), in particular we will give
upper bounds on the dimension ofDEn for n = 6, 7, 8. For the most part
we will be able to do this by very easy direct computations, however
for n = 8 we will require some minor Groebner basis calculations.
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The dimensions were already obtained in [BLM13, Thm. 6.3] for
k = Q by computer calculation.
In passing we will also obtain the dimensions of DS for some other
graphs S.
We begin with a lemma. We introduce the notation
Hn = {(3, n), (n, 2), (i, i+ 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2}.
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Figure 14. Hn
Lemma 5.15. ϕ3(DEn) has a set of generators which satisfy the
quadratic, braid, and claw relations of DHn−1. In other words, ϕ3(DEn)
is a quotient of D̂Hn−1.
Proof. It is easy to check that ϕ3(DEn) is as an algebra generated
by
t12 = y12, tii+1 = yii+1 where 4 ≤ i ≤ n− 2,
and
t42 = y34y32y34, t2n = y32y3ny32, tn4 = y3ny34y3n.
By Example 5.2 and the proof of Proposition 5.13 we know that these
generators satisfy the quadratic, braid, and claw relations of DHn−1 . 
We obtained an upper bound for the dimension of DH5 already in
Example 5.4. Since we only used quadratic, braid, and claw relations
in our investigation there, we can deduce
dimkDE6 = 6 dimk ϕ3 (DE6) ≤ 6 dimk D̂H5 ≤ 17280.
We expand on Example 5.4. We introduce the notation
K4,n = {(1, 3), (2, 4), (i, i+ 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1} \ {(2, 3)}.
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Figure 15. K4,n
Again we have a lemma.
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Lemma 5.16. There is a surjective linear map
̂DK4,n−1∪{(2,3)} ⊗ k[a]→ ϕn(DHn),
where a2 = 1.
Proof. It is easy to check that the algebra ϕn(DHn) is generated
by a(23) = y3ny23y2n = y2ny23y3n and
t24 = y3ny23y34y23y3n, t13 = y2ny23y12y23y2n,
tii+1 = yii+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2.
It is clear that tii+1a(23) = a(23)tii+1 for i ≥ 4. We already discussed
that these generators satisfy most of the relations of the graph K4,n−1∪
{(2, 3)} in Example 5.4, the relations involving tii+1 where i ≥ 4 remain
to be checked. It is obvious that tii+1 commutes with t12, t13, and t23
for i ≥ 4, as are the relations involving only tii+1 where i ≥ 3. The
braid relation t24t45t24 = t45t24t45 follows easily from the braid relation
y34y45y34 = y45y34y45 and the claw relation involving t24, t45, t34 already
follows from the quadratic relations since there is one triangle involved
(see the proof of Lemma 3.2). This implies the claim. 
In particular by Example 5.5 we have
dimkDH6 ≤ dimk D̂H6 = 6 dimk ϕ6
(
D̂H6
)
≤ 6·2·2·dimk D̂K4,5 ≤ 207360.
We can now give an upper bound for the dimension of DE7 . We
have
dimkDE7 ≤ 7 dimk D̂H6 ≤ 1451520.
Similar to before we can expand on Example 5.5. Again for use
only in the remainder of the section we write
S ′5 = {(i, j), (5, 6) | i, j ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}}.
We need to know defining relations for ES′5 ; it can be checked by com-
puting Groebner basis and using the existence of the derivation ∂∗ that
the quadratic relations and the graded versions of the relations we dis-
cussed in Section 3 suffice to define ES′5 . Note furthermore that of the
relations involving the generator (5, 6) only the Coxeter relations need
to be checked, the others follow from the presence of the quadratic rela-
tions. Again, one can see this by either using Groebner basis methods
or by checking the proofs in Section 3.
Of course by using Groebner basis calculations we limit ourselves
to the case k = Q.
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Figure 16. S ′5
Lemma 5.17. There is a filtration on the algebra ϕ1(DK4,6(Q)) such
that there is a surjective linear map
ES′5(Q)⊗Q[a]→ grϕ1(DK4,6(Q))
where a3 = 1.
Proof. As in Example 5.5 it is easily verified that ϕ1(DK4,6(Q)) is
as an algebra generated by a(243) = −y12y24y43y31 and
t24 = y24, t34 = y34, t45 = y45, t56 = y56,
t32 = y12y31y12, t35 = y12y24y43y45y43y24y12, t25 = a(243)t35a
−1
(243).
We know almost everything we need from Example 5.5, what remains
to be shown are the relations involving t56. This is easy to do using
the braid and quadratic relations. 
By Example 5.8 and Theorem 1.6 this implies
dimQDK4,6(Q) ≤ dimQ D̂K4,6(Q)
≤ 6 · 3 dimQ ES′5(Q)
≤ 18 · 12 · 14400 = 3110400,
which in turn gives
dimQDH7(Q) ≤ dimQ D̂H7(Q) ≤ 7 · 2 · 2 dimQ D̂K4,6(Q) ≤ 87091200.
This finally allows us to give an upper bound for the dimension of
DE8(Q) as
dimQDE8(Q) ≤ 8 dimQ D̂H7(Q) ≤ 696729600.
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Figure 17. The cross.
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Remark 5.18. We briefly consider a problem for the computation
of the dimension of DE9 . For this we should consider S ′5 with the edge
(6, 7) added. However, even the algebra to the subgraph in Figure 17
is not known to be finite dimensional yet and seems to require new re-
lations: in the associated Nichols algebra we found additional relations
of degree 14, 15, and 16. This hints at additional relations appearing
in DE9 as is also stated in [BLM13].
6. The Complete Graph
In this section we extend the treatment of the examples in Section 5
to the full algebra Dn. While the treatment in this section is inspired
by the previous section, it is independent of the results given there.
After a little preparation we can finally calculate the dimension of
E5 in Section 6.3.
In Section 6.4 we try to use our method for n = 6, however our
results there are still partial.
6.1. The General Case. Our approach is similar to the one given
in [FP00].
For all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} with i 6= j let tij = yniynjyni ∈ Dn.
With the method from Section 4.2 we can easily see that ϕn(Dn) is as
an algebra generated by yij and tij where i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, i 6= j
and has defining relations
yij + yji =0 if i 6= j,
y2ij =1 if i 6= j,
yijyjk + yjkyki + ykiyij =0 if #{i, j, k} = 3,
yijykl =yklyij if #{i, j, k, l} = 4,
tij + tji =0 if i 6= j,
t2ij =1 if i 6= j,
tijtjk + tjktki + tkitij =0 if #{i, j, k} = 3,
yijtij =1− tijyij if i 6= j,
yijtik =tjkyij + tiktkj if #{i, j, k} = 3,
yijtkl =tklyij if #{i, j, k, l} = 4.
In the following we will identify the subalgebra of ϕn(Dn) generated
by yij where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1, i 6= j with Dn−1 in the natural way.
We refer by Tn−1 to the subalgebra of ϕn(Dn) generated by tij where
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n−1, i 6= j. We note that the action of Sn on Dn introduced
in Section 2 induces an action of Sn−1 on Tn−1 and turns Tn−1 into
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a kSn−1-module algebra. It is easy to check that σtij = tσ(i)σ(j) for
σ ∈ Sn−1.
Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 1, i 6= j. We define a linear map
dij : Tn−1 → ϕn(Dn), t 7→ yijt− ((ij)t)yij.
This map is obviously a (ij)-skew derivation, i.e. we have
dij(tt
′) = dij(t)t′ + ((ij)t)dij(t′)
for all t, t′ ∈ Tn−1. From the defining relations of ϕn(Dn) we immedi-
ately obtain
dij(tij) = 1 ∈ Tn−1,
dij(tik) = −dij(tki) = tiktkj ∈ Tn−1 if k /∈ {i, j},
dij(tkl) = 0 ∈ Tn−1 if k, l /∈ {i, j}.
This combined with the property that dij is a (ij)-skew derivation
implies dij(Tn−1) ⊆ Tn−1.
We will need some lemmas regarding these skew derivations. We
postpone the proofs for now.
Lemma 6.1. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 and i 6= j. Let σ ∈ Sn−1. Then
σdij(t) = dσ(i)σ(j)(σt) for all t ∈ Tn−1.
Proof. Follows from Lemma 6.5. 
The following lemma shows that our skew derivations give an action
of En−1 on Tn−1.
Lemma 6.2. The following relations hold in Endk(Tn−1). Let 1 ≤
i, j, k, l ≤ n− 1.
(1) dij + dji = 0 if i 6= j.
(2) d2ij = 0.
(3) dijdjk + djkdki + dkidij = 0 if #{i, j, k} = 3.
(4) dijdkl = dkldij if #{i, j, k, l} = 4.
Proof. (1) is obvious.
(2),(3),(4) follow from the Lemmas 6.7, 6.6, and 6.8, respectively.

Proposition 6.3. The multiplication map Tn−1⊗Dn−1 → ϕn(Dn)
is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
Proof. Let p : Tn−1⊗Dn−1 → ϕn(Dn) be the multiplication map.
It is clear from the defining relations of ϕn(Dn) that this map is surjec-
tive. We construct the inverse. We define a ϕn(Dn)-module structure
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on Tn−1 ⊗Dn−1 by
tij · (t⊗ y) = tijt⊗ y,
yij · (t⊗ y) = dij(t)⊗ y + ((ij)t)⊗ yijy,
for 1 ≤ i, j,≤ n − 1, i 6= j, t ∈ Tn−1, y ∈ Dn−1. We can check that this
satisfies the defining relations of ϕn(Dn). The relations involving only
the t’s are trivial, the relations involving only the y’s follow by using
Lemma 6.1 and the corresponding relations from Lemma 6.2 for the
d’s. The relations involving both t’s and y’s follow using that the d’s
are skew derivations and using the values of the d’s on the generators
of Tn−1.
We can now use this structure to define a map
pi : ϕn(Dn)→ Tn−1 ⊗Dn−1, a 7→ a · (1⊗ 1).
It is clear that pi ◦ p = id by the definition of the module structure.
Therefore p is injective aswell and hence an isomorphism. 
We want to know the defining relations of Tn−1. For this we use the
existence of the skew derivation d.
We rebuild the situation we are in and abuse notation. Let V be
the k-vector space with basis {tij | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n−1} and let tji = −tij
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n − 1. We define an action of Sn−1 on T (V ): For
σ ∈ Sn−1 there is a unique algebra automorphism σ ∈ Aut(T (V ))
given by σ(tij) = tσ(i)σ(j) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n− 1.
Furthermore, T (V ) has a Sn−1-grading by assigning tij ∈ V the
degree (i j) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n− 1.
For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 with i 6= j let dij be the (ij)-skew derivation
on T (V ) with
dij(tij) =1, dij(tkl) =0 (k, l /∈ {i, j}, k 6= l),
dij(tik) =tiktkj, dij(tkj) =tjktki (k /∈ {i, j}).
We then clearly have dij = −dji.
Let I0 be the ideal of T (V ) generated by t
2
ij − 1, 1 ≤ i < j ≤
n − 1. Let I1 be the ideal of T (V ) generated by I0 and the elements
tijtjk + tjktki + tkitij where 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n− 1,#{i, j, k} = 3.
Lemma 6.4. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 with i 6= j. Then dij(I0) ⊆ I1
holds.
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Proof. Since dij is a (ij)-skew derivation and (ij)(I0) ⊆ I0, it
suffices to show that dij maps the generators of I0 to I1. We have
dij(t
2
ij − 1) =dij(tij)tij + ((ij)tij)dij(tij) = tij + tji = 0,
dij(t
2
ik − 1) =dij(tik)tik + ((ij)tik)dij(tik)
=tiktkjtik − tkjtiktkj ∈ I1,
dij(t
2
jk − 1) =− dji(t2jk − 1) ∈ I1,
dij(t
2
kl − 1) =dij(tkl)tkl + ((ij)tkl)dij(tkl) = 0
for all k, l /∈ {i, j} with k 6= l. See the proof of Lemma 3.1 for tiktkjtik−
tkjtiktkj ∈ I1. 
Let d : V → End(T (V )) denote the linear map given by d(tij) = dij
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n− 1. For r ∈ N with r ≥ 2 let Ir ⊆ T (V ) be the ideal
that is generated by Ir−1 and d(V )(Ir−1). Let I = ∪r≥0Ir.
For all x, y ∈ T (V ) and r ∈ N0 we write x ≡r y if x− y ∈ Ir.
We want to find relations among the elements of d(V ). We start
with a lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 and i 6= j. Let σ ∈ Sn−1. Then
σdij(t) = dσ(i)σ(j)(σt) for all t ∈ T (V ).
Proof. We start by evaluating both sides on the basis of V . Let
1 ≤ k, l ≤ n− 1 and k, l /∈ {i, j}. Then
σdij(tij) = 1,
σdij(tkl) = 0,
σdij(tik) = tσ(i)σ(k)tσ(k)σ(j),
σdij(tkj) = tσ(j)σ(k)tσ(k)σ(i),
and we get the same results for the evaluation of dσ(i)σ(j)σ on the basis
of V . Moreover, we observe for t, t′ in T (V ):
σdij(tt
′) = (σdij)(t)σ(t′) + ((σ(ij))t)(σdij)(t′),
and
dσ(i)σ(j)(σ(tt
′)) = (dσ(i)σ(j)σ)(t)σ(t′) + ((σ(i)σ(j))σ)t(dσ(i)σ(j)σ)(t′).
Since σ(ij) = (σ(i)σ(j))σ in Sn−1 this implies that both σdij and
dσ(i)σ(j)σ fulfill the same Leibniz rule. The claim follows. 
Note that this together with Sn−1I0 ⊆ I0 and Sn−1I1 ⊆ I1 implies
Sn−1Ir ⊆ Ir for all r ≥ 0.
We derive some relations between the elements of d(V ).
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Lemma 6.6. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n − 1 with #{i, j, k} = 3. Then
(dijdjk + djkdki + dkidij)(t) = 0 for all t ∈ T (V ).
Proof. We evaluate dijdjk + djkdki + dkidij on a basis of V . It is
clear that it evaluates to zero on tl,m where l,m /∈ {i, j, k}. Due to
symmetry we only need to consider the following cases. We start with
dijdjk(tij) = −dijdkj(tij)
= dij(tjitik)
= tik − tijtiktkj,
dkidij(tij) = dki(1) = 0,
djkdki(tij) = −djkdki(tji)
= djk(tjitjk)
= tjitiktjk + tki,
and hence have (dijdjk + djkdki + dkidij)(tij) = 0. If 1 ≤ l ≤ n − 1,
l /∈ {i, j, k} we compute
dijdjk(til) = 0,
djkdki(til) = −djkdik(til)
= −djk(tiltlk)
= −tiltkltlj,
dkidij(til) = −dik(tiltlj)
= −tiltlktlj,
and hence obtain (dijdjk + djkdki + dkidij)(til) = 0. Moreover we com-
pute for t, t′ ∈ T (V ) using Lemma 6.5
dijdjk(tt
′) = dij(djk(t)t′ + ((jk)t)djk(t′))
= dijdjk(t)t
′ + ((ijk)t)dijdjk(t′)
+ (dik((ij)t))dij(t
′) + dij((jk)t)djk(t′),
which implies that dijdjk + djkdki + dkidij is a (ijk)-skew derivation.
The claim now follows. 
Lemma 6.7. Let 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n − 1 with i 6= j. Then d2ij(t) ≡0 0 for
all t ∈ T (V ).
Proof. We evaluate d2ij on the basis of V . It is clear that it evalu-
ates to zero on tkl where k, l /∈ {i, j}. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ n−1 with k /∈ {i, j}.
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We obtain
d2ij(tij) = dij(1) = 0,
d2ij(tik) = dij(tiktkj)
= tikt
2
kj + t
2
jktki
= tik(t
2
kj − 1) + (t2jk − 1)tki
≡0 0.
For t, t′ ∈ T (V ) we have
d2ij(tt
′) =dij(dij(t)t′ + ((ij)t)dij(t′))
=d2ij(t)t
′ + ((ij)dij(t))dij(t′) + dij((ij)t)dij(t′) + ((ij)2t)d2ij(t
′)
=d2ij(t)t
′ + td2ij(t
′),
due to Lemma 6.5. Hence d2ij is a skew derivation and the claim follows.

Lemma 6.8. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n − 1 with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(dijdkl − dkldij)(t) ≡2 0 for all t ∈ T (V ).
Proof. We evaluate [dij, dkl] = dijdkl − dkldij on the basis of V .
It is clear that it evaluates to zero on tmm′ where m,m
′ /∈ {i, j, k, l}.
Due to symmetry we only need to consider the following cases. Let
1 ≤ m ≤ n− 1 with m /∈ {i, j, k, l}. We compute
[dij, dkl](tij) =dij(0)− dkl(1) = 0,
[dij, dkl](tik) =− dij(tkitil)− dkl(tiktkj)
=tiktkjtil − tkjtiltlj + tkitiltkj − tiltkjtjl
=tik(tkjtil − tiltkj) + (tkjtil − tiltkj)tjl,
[dij, dkl](tim) =dij(0)− dkl(tijtim − tjmtij) = 0.
We will check later (Lemma 6.11) that tik(tkjtil − tiltkj) + (tkjtil −
tiltkj)tjl ≡2 0. Moreover, for t, t′ ∈ T (V ) we have
dijdkl(tt
′) =dij(dkl(t)t′ + ((kl)t)dkl(t′))
=dijdkl(t)t
′ + dkl((ij)t)dij(t′)
+ dij((kl)t)dkl(t
′) + ((ij)(kl)t)dijdkl(t′),
using Lemma 6.5. This implies dijdkl − dkldij is a (ij)(kl)-skew deriva-
tion. The claim follows. 
Proposition 6.9. The kernel of the algebra homomorphism
φ : T (V )→ Tn−1, tij 7→ tij
is I.
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Proof. It is clear that I is contained in the kernel of φ. This
means we can obtain a surjective linear map
p : T (V )/I ⊗Dn−1 φ⊗id−−−→ Tn−1 ⊗Dn−1 mult−−→ ϕn(Dn).
We now proceed as in the proof of Proposition 6.3. Define a ϕn(Dn)-
module structure on T (V )/I ⊗Dn−1 by
tij · (t⊗ y) = tijt⊗ y,
yij · (t⊗ y) = dij(t)⊗ y + ((ij)t)⊗ yijy,
for 1 ≤ i, j,≤ n − 1, i 6= j, t ∈ T (V )/I, y ∈ Dn−1. Observe that on
the left side we refer to the element tij ∈ Tn−1 and on the right to the
element tij ∈ V . By the same argument as in Proposition 6.3 we can
see that this in fact gives a ϕn(Dn)-module structure. Moreover, as in
the proof of Proposition 6.3 we can use the existence of this structure to
show that p is an isomorphism. It then follows that φ : T (V )/I → Tn−1
is an isomorphism aswell. 
Remark 6.10. The Propositions 6.3 and 6.9 and their proofs are
very similar to Theorem 1 in [FP00].
6.2. Description of I for n ≤ 5. By Proposition 6.9 we know the
defining relations of Tn−1 in principle. In the following section we work
towards a more concrete description. While our goal in this section
is to achieve a description for n ≤ 5, this is also the beginning of the
considerations for the case n = 6 in Section 6.4.
We want to introduce some notation. In preparation of Section 6.4
we use graded commutators: For any group G and any G-graded kG-
module algebra A we define a bilinear map A× A→ A by letting
[[a, b]] = ab− g(b)a
for a ∈ A homogeneous of degree g and b ∈ A. Observe that if A is
moreover a Yetter-Drinfeld module over kG we have
g ([[a, b]]) = [[g(a), g(b)]]
for g ∈ G and a, b ∈ A.
Returning to our setting we introduce the notation
tij;kl = [[tij, tkl]] = [tij, tkl] ∈ T (V ),
where 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n − 1 and #{i, j, k, l} = 4. The degree of this
element is (i j)(k l). The formulas tij;kl = −tkl;ij and tij;kl = −tji;kl are
obvious. Moreover, we have
tij;kltij ≡0 tijtkltij − tkl ≡0 −tijtij;kl.(6.1)
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To obtain a description of the ideal I we start by applying the elements
of d(V ) to the generators of I1.
Lemma 6.11. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n− 1 with #{i, j, k} = 3.
(1) dij(tjitik + tiktkj + tkjtji) ≡1 0
(2) Let 1 ≤ l ≤ n− 1 with l /∈ {i, j, k}. Then
dil(tjitik + tiktkj + tkjtji) ≡1 [[til;jk, tij]].
Proof. (1)We compute
dij(tjitik + tiktkj + tkjtji) = −tik − tjidij(tik) + dij(tik)tkj + tjkdij(tkj)
− dij(tkj)tij − tki
= −tjitiktkj + tiktkjtkj + tjktjktki − tjktkitij
≡0 tijtiktkj − tkjtiktij + tik + tki
≡1 0,
where the final equation follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1.
(2)We compute
dil(tjitik + tiktkj + tkjtji) = −dil(tij)tik + tjldil(tik)
+ dil(tik)tkj − tkjdil(tij)
= −(tijtjl)tik + tjl(tiktkl)
+ (tiktkl)tkj − tkj(tijtjl)
≡1 tjltlitik + tlitijtik − tjltkltli − tjltlitik
− tkltlitkj − tlitiktkj + tkjtjltli + tkjtlitij
= tli(−tjitik − tiktkj) + (tjltlk + tkjtjl)tli
− tkltlitkj + tkjtlitij
≡1 tlitkjtji − tlktkjtli − tkltlitkj + tkjtlitij
= tjktiltij − tiltjktij − tlktjktil + tlktiltjk
= [[til;jk, tij]],
as was claimed. 
Let us consider the evaluation of some derivations on tij,kl as prepa-
ration.
Lemma 6.12. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n − 1 with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. The
following hold.
(1) dij(tij;kl) = 0.
(2) dik(tij;kl) ≡1 tjk;iltik + tiktij;kl ≡2 tljtjk;il + tiktij;kl
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Proof. (1) Clear.
(2) We compute
dik(tij;kl) = dik(tij)tkl + tkjdik(tkl)− dik(tkl)tij − tildik(tij)
= tijtjktkl + tkjtkltil − tkltiltij − tiltijtjk
≡1 −(tjktki + tkitij)tkl + tkjtkltil
− (tlitik + tiktkl)tij − tiltijtjk
≡1 −tjktlitik − tkitijtkl − tlitjktki − tiktkltij
= tjk;iltik + tiktij;kl
≡2 tljtjk;il + tiktij;kl,
the last equation following from Lemma 6.11. 
To continue we need to apply the derivations to [[tij;kl, tik]]. To
reduce the number of cases we need to consider we observe
[[tij;kl, tik]] = tij;kltik + tljtji;lk
= tljtjitlk + tijtlktki + tjltlktji + tkltjitik
≡1 tij(tiltlk + tlktki) + tjktjltji + tkl(tkjtji + tjitik) + tlitljtlk
≡1 tijtiktil + tjktjltji + tkltkitkj + tlitljtlk,
which implies
[[tij;kl, tik]] ≡1 [[tjk;li, tjl]] ≡1 [[tkl;ij, tki]] ≡1 [[tli;jk, tlj]].(6.2)
Lemma 6.13. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n− 1 with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(1) dik([[tij;kl, tik]]) ≡2 tik;jltij;kl + tjk;il.
(2) dij([[tij;kl, tik]]) ≡1 0.
Proof. (1) We compute using Lemma 6.12
dik([[tij;kl, tik]]) = dik(tij;kltik)− dik(tjltij;kl)
= dik(tij;kl)tik + tkj;il − tjldik(tij;kl)
≡2 (tjk;iltik + tiktij;kl)tik + tkj;il − tjl(tljtjk;il + tiktij;kl)
≡2 tiktjltij;kl + tjk;il − tjltiktij;kl
= tik;jltij;kl + tjk;il.
(2) From Lemma 6.11 we know [[tij;kl, tik]] ≡1 dij(tkitil+tiltlk+tlktki).
The claim now is an immediate consequence of Lemma 6.7.

We are done for n ≤ 5 and can give a complete description of Tn−1
in terms of generators an relations. We will use this in Section 6.3 to
calculate the dimension of Dn for n ≤ 5.
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Corollary 6.14. Let n ≤ 5. The defining relations of Tn−1 are
t2ij − 1, (I0)
tijtjk + tjktki + tkitij, (I1)
[[tij;kl, tik]], (I2)
tik;jltij;kl − til;jk, (I3)
with i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} pairwise distinct.
Proof. We obtained all generators of I2 in Lemma 6.11. Due
to (6.2) we found all new generators of I3 in Lemma 6.13. More-
over, using the Lemmas 6.6, 6.7, and 6.8 and similar arguments as in
Lemma 6.13(2) it is easy to see that d(V )I3 ⊆ I3. 
6.3. Calculating the Dimension for n ≤ 5. In this section we
calculate the dimensions of the full Fomin-Kirillov algebra for n =
3, 4, and 5. The cases n = 3, 4 were already treated with a different
method in [MS00], which does not appear to work for larger n. For
the case n = 5 to the best of our knowledge the dimension was until
now only known through Groebner basis calculations (see [GV16] for
some history).
Proposition 6.15. Let 3 ≤ n ≤ 4. Then
(1) Tn−1 ∼= Dn−1 as algebras.
(2) dim E3 = dimkD3 = 12.
(3) dim E4 = dimkD4 = 576.
Proof. (1)We see directly from the defining relations Tn−1 in Corol-
lary 6.14 that Tn−1 ∼= Dn−1 for n = 3, 4.
(2),(3) Follows directly from dimkD2 = 2, Proposition 6.15(1) and
Corollary 4.4. 
For n = 5 the situation is a bit more complicated. If we assign
degree 1 to the generators tij and degree 0 to the generators tij;kl of
T4, it is clear from Corollary 6.14 and Equation (6.1) that we have a
surjective linear map
E4 ⊗ A→ gr T4,(6.3)
where A is the subalgebra of T4 generated by t12;34, t13,24, and t14,23.
We give an upper bound for the dimension of A.
Lemma 6.16. We have dimkA ≤ 5.
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Proof. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ 4 with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. We observe
using the relations from Corollary 6.14
t2ij;kl = tij;kltil;kjtik;lj
= tik;ljtik;lj
= t2ik;lj
and as a consequence
t3ij;kl = t
2
ik;ljtij;kl
= tik;ljtil;kj
= −tij;kl.
Due to tik;jltij;kl = til;jk and tij;kl = −tji;kl = tji;lk this implies that
{1, t12;34, t13;24, t14;23, t212;34}
spans A as a k-vector space. 
It now follows that
dimkD5 = 5 dimk ϕ5(D5) = 5 dimkD4 dimk T4 ≤ 52 · 5762 ≤ 8294400.
Here in the first equation we used Corollary 4.4, in the second Propo-
sition 6.3 and in the third Equation (6.3) and Lemma 6.16.
We want to show that this estimate is exact. For this we need a bit
of extra work. First, we show that in fact tij;kl 6= 0.
Lemma 6.17. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n− 1 with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
tij;kl 6= 0
in Tn−1.
Proof. Recall that
tij;kl = tijtkl − tkltij
= yniynjyniynkynlynk − ynkynlynkyniynjyni ∈ Dn.
Due to Proposition 2.2 we can act on En with this element. First
observe that
ynkynlynkyniynjyni(xni) ∈ E6n,
due to xni(xnixnjxnixnkxnlxnk) = 0 ∈ En. On the other hand,
yniynjyniynkynlynk(xni) = xni(xnkxnlxnkxnixnjxni) + x˜
for some x˜ ∈ E6n. Hence, it suffices to show that
xnixnkxnlxnkxnixnjxni 6= 0 ∈ En.
This however is easy: An elementary calculation shows
∂∗ni∂
∗
nk∂
∗
nl∂
∗
nk∂
∗
ni∂
∗
nj∂
∗
ni(xnixnkxnlxnkxnixnjxni) = 1
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and we are done. 
Next we turn T4 into a left E4#kS4-comodule algebra.
Proposition 6.18. The assignment
ρ(tij) = xij ⊗ 1 + (ij)⊗ tij
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4 turns T4 into a left E4#kS4-comodule algebra.
Proof. We first need to check that this assignment is compat-
ible with the defining relations of T4. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ 4 with
#{i, j, k, l} = 4. First observe
ρ(tij)ρ(tij) = (xij ⊗ 1 + (ij)⊗ tij)(xij ⊗ 1 + (ij)⊗ tij)
= x2ij ⊗ 1 + xij(ij)⊗ tij + (ij)xij ⊗ tij + 1⊗ t2ij
= xij(ij)⊗ tij + xji(ij)⊗ tij + 1⊗ 1
= 1⊗ 1
= ρ(1),
where we used x2ij = 0, t
2
ij = 1, and xji = −xij.
Next, consider
ρ(tij)ρ(tjk) = (xij ⊗ 1 + (ij)⊗ tij)(xjk ⊗ 1 + (jk)⊗ tjk)
= xijxjk ⊗ 1 + xij(jk)⊗ tjk + (ij)xjk ⊗ tij + (ijk)⊗ tijtjk
= xijxjk ⊗ 1 + xij(jk)⊗ tjk + xik(ij)⊗ tij + (ijk)⊗ tijtjk.
This immediately implies ρ(tij)ρ(tjk) + ρ(tjk)ρ(tki) + ρ(tki)ρ(tij) = 0 if
we use the corresponding relations in E4 and T4 and xij = −xji.
For the remaining two relations consider first
ρ(tij)ρ(tkl) = (xij ⊗ 1 + (ij)⊗ tij)(xkl ⊗ 1 + (kl)⊗ tkl)
= xijxkl ⊗ 1 + xij(kl)⊗ tkl + (ij)xkl ⊗ tij + (ij)(kl)⊗ tijtkl
= xijxkl ⊗ 1 + xij(kl)⊗ tkl + xkl(ij)⊗ tij + (ij)(kl)⊗ tijtkl.
This immediately implies
[[ρ(tij), ρ(tkl)]] = (ij)(kl)⊗ tij;kl,(6.4)
by using xijxkl = xklxij. From this we see directly that the last relation
of Corollary 6.14 is satisfied. Using this formula it is also trivial to check
the second to last relation of Corollary 6.14, we will skip this.
We have now checked that the assignment gives a well defined alge-
bra map T4 → E4#kS4⊗T4. We still need to check coassociativity and
the counit property. It suffices to check this on the generators, there it
is trivial. 
Now we can show a lower bound for the dimension.
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Lemma 6.19. We have dimk T4 ≥ 5 · 576 = 2880.
Proof. Here we shall write x = t12;34, y = t13;24, and z = t14;23.
Choose a basis (xu)1≤u≤576 of E4 consisting of monomials. For each
1 ≤ u ≤ 576 there is a m ≥ 0 and s1, . . . , sm ∈ T such that xu =
xs1 · · · xsm . For 1 ≤ u ≤ 576 let tu = ts1 · · · tsm ∈ T4. We show that
{tu, tux, tuy, tuz, tux2|1 ≤ u ≤ 576} ⊆ T4
is linearly independent over k. Indeed, for 1 ≤ u ≤ 576 and w ∈
{1, x, y, z, x2} let λwu ∈ k not all zero such that∑
w∈{1,x,y,z,x2}
576∑
u=1
λwu tuw = 0.(6.5)
Let K be the maximal length of a monomial tu that appears in (6.5)
nontrivially. Due to x2 = y2 = z2 our situation is symmetric in x, y, z.
Thus due to x3 = −x we may assume (by multiplying (6.5) with x if
necessary) that the there is a 1 ≤ v ≤ 576 with deg tv = deg xv = K
such that λxv 6= 0. By Lemma 6.17 we have x 6= 0. Since the S4-degrees
of y, z, x2, 1 and x differ, those elements are not equal to x. Now from
Equation (6.4) in the proof of Proposition 6.18 and the definition of ρ
it follows that
576∑
u=1,deg xu=K
λxuxu + x˜ = 0 ∈ E4,
for some x˜ ∈ EK−14 . Since E4 is graded this implies
576∑
u=1,deg xu=K
λxuxu = 0.
This implies λxu = 0 if deg xu = K since the xu are linearly independent
in E4. This however is a contradiction to what we have seen above. 
As a corollary we finally have.
Corollary 6.20. The dimension of E5 is 8294400.
6.4. Description of I for n = 6. In this section we consider the
case n = 6. Before we start let us remark that we do not currently un-
derstand the algebra T5, and the results of this section are incomplete.
Before we continue we introduce some notation. Let i, j, k, l,m ∈
{1, . . . , 5} with #{i, j, k, l,m} = 5 and let
tijm;kl =[[tij;kl, tjm]] and
ujm;kl =[[tijm;kl, tim]].
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The element in the first row has degree (i j m)(k l), the element in
the second row has degree (j m)(k l). We will collect some elementary
equations involving these elements later.
Again as preparation we calculate the value of the derivation that
we have not considered in Lemma 6.12 on tij,kl.
Lemma 6.21. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l,m ≤ 5 with #{i, j, k, l,m} = 5.
Then
dij(tjk;lm) = tijtjk;lm − tjktki;lm − tjki;lm.
Proof. Compute
dij(tjk;lm) = dij(tjk)tlm − tlmdij(tjk)
= tjktiktlm − tlmtjktik
= tjktik;lm + tjk;lmtik + tjitjk;lm + tijtjk;lm
= tijtjk;lm − tjktki;lm − tjki;lm.

Using this we can easily evaluate the last derivation at [[tij;kl, tik]].
Also we evaluate the remaining derivation at tjitik + tiktkj + tkjtji.
Lemma 6.22. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l,m ≤ 5 with #{i, j, k, l,m} = 5.
Then
(1) dlm(tjitik + tiktkj + tkjtji) = 0.
(2) dlm([[tij;kl, tik]]) ≡2 [[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km.
Proof. (1) This is clear since dij(tkl) = 0 if #{i, j, k, l} = 4 by
definition.
(2) Compute
dlm([[tij;kl, tik]]) = dlm(tij;kl)tik − dlm(tjl)tij;kl − tjmdlm(tij;kl)
= −dml(tlk;ij)tik − tjltjmtij;kl + tjmdml(tlk;ij)
= −(tmltlk;ij − tlktkm;ij − tlkm;ij)tik
+ tjltjmtkl;ij + tjm(tmltlk;ij − tlktkm;ij − tlkm;ij)
≡2 −tmltjltlk;ij + tlktjmtkm;ij + tlkm;ijtik
− tljtjmtkl;ij − tjmtmltkl;ij − tjmtlktkm;ij − tjmtlkm;ij
≡1 tlk;jmtkm;ij + [[tlkm;ij, tik]].

We saw earlier that
[[tij;kl, tik]] = tijtiktil + tjktjltji + tkltkitkj + tlitljtlk,
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using this it is easy to show that
[[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km ≡2 dlm([[tij;kl, tik]])
≡1 tijtiktiltim + tjktjltjmtji
+ tkltkmtkitkj + tlmtlitljtlk + tmitmjtmktml.
As did (6.2) this symmetry greatly reduces the number of derivations
we need to evaluate at [[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km. We are now prepared
to show the following.
Corollary 6.23. The defining relations of T5 are
t2ij − 1, (I0)
tijtjk + tjktki + tkitij, (I1)
[[tij;kl, tik]], (I2)
tik;jltij;kl − til;jk, (I3)
[[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km, (I3)
dik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km), (I4)
dildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km), (I5)
djldik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km), (I5)
dijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km), (I6)
dikdijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km), (I7)
dijdikdijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km), (I8)
dimdijdikdijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km), (I9)
with i, j, k, l,m ∈ {1, . . . , 5} pairwise distinct.
Proof. Elementary calculations similar to Corollary 6.14 using the
Lemmas 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, and similar arguments as in Lemma 6.13(2). 
We now know that the process of getting relations by applying
derivations ends after finitely many steps. Of course, we still desire a
more explicit description. The remainder of this section is dedicated
towards that. For the remainder of this section 1 ≤ i, j, k, l,m ≤ 5 are
always assumed to be pairwise distinct natural numbers.
To prepare we collect some equations concerning the elements tijm;kl
and ujm;kl which were introduced earlier.
Trivially, we have
tijm;kl = −tijm;lk, ujm;kl = −ujm;lk.
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Moreover,
tijm;kl + tjmi;kl + tmij;kl =tij;kltjm − timtij;kl
+ tjm;kltmi − tjitjm;kl + tmi;kltij − tmjtmi;kl
=− tkltijtjm − timtijtkl − tkltjmtmi
− tjitjmtkl − tkltmitij − tmjtmitkl
≡10.(6.6)
And as an easy consequence already using the upcoming Lemma 6.24(1),(2)
0 ≡1 [[tijm;kl, tij]] + [[tjmi;kl, tij]] + [[tmij;kl, tij]]
≡1 −uim;kl − umi;kl,
and hence
uim;kl ≡1 −umi;kl.(6.7)
As further preparation we collect the commutation relations for the
tijm;kl.
Lemma 6.24. The following hold.
(1) [[tijm;kl, tij]] ≡1 −uim;kl.
(2) [[tijm;kl, tjm]] ≡0 0.
(3) [[tijm;kl, tim]] ≡1 −umj;kl.
(4) [[tijm;kl, tik]] ≡2 tij;kltjm;ik − tim;jltij;kl.
(5) [[tijm;kl, tjk]] ≡3 tij;lmtkl;jm.
(6) [[tijm;kl, tmk]] ≡3 tim;kltij;mk.
(7) [[tijm;kl, tkl]] ≡0 tij;kltjm;kl − tmi;kltij;kl.
Proof. (1) Compute
[[tijm;kl, tij]] = tijm;kltij − tjmtijm;kl
= tij;kltjmtij − timtij;kltij − tjmtijm;kl
≡1 tij;kl(−tjitim − timtmj)− tmitijtij;kl − tjmtijm;kl
= tijtji;kltim + (tjim;kl + tjmtji;kl)tmj
− tmitijtij;kl − tjmtijm;kl
= tij(tjim;kl + tjmtji;kl) + tjim;kltmj
− tmitijtij;kl + tjmtimtij;kl
≡1 [[tjim;kl, tmj]]
= −uim;kl.
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(2) We have
tijm;kltjm = tij;klt
2
jm − timtij;kltjm
≡0 tmi(−timtij;kl + tij;kltjm)
= tmitijm;kl.
(3) Follows from the definition and (6.7).
(4) Compute
[[tijm;kl, tik]] = (tij;kltjm − timtij;kl)tik − tjltijm;kl
= tij;kl(tjm;ik + tiktjm)− timtij;kltik − tjltijm;kl
≡2 tij;kltjm;ik + tjltij;kltjm − timtjltij;kl − tjltijm;kl
= tij;kltjm;ik + tjltimtij;kl − timtjltij;kl
= tij;kltjm;ik − tim;jltij;kl.
(5) See Corollary 6.23.
(6) Follows immediately from (4) and (5) using (6.6).
(7) Compute
tijm;kltkl = tij;kltjmtkl − timtij;kltkl
= tij;kltjm;kl + tij;kltkltjm + timtkltij;kl
≡0 tij;kltjm;kl − tkltij;kltjm + (tim;kl + tkltim)tij;kl
= tij;kltjm;kl + tlktijm;kl + tim;kltij;kl.

Before we start with the commutation relations for ujm;kl we con-
sider the following helpful formula.
tikl;jmtij;km = tik;jmtkltij;km − tiltik;jmtij;km
= tik;jm(tij;kmtml + tkml;ij)− tiltik;jmtij;km
≡3 tik;jmtkml;ij + tim;jktml − tiltim;jk
= tik;jmtkml;ij + timl;jk.(6.8)
As a consequence of (6.8) we observe that the element ujm;kl can
already be expressed using the notations introduced before:
tilm;kjtkim;lj = tilm;kj(tki;ljtim − tkmtki;lj)
= −tilm;kjtik;ljtim + tilm;kjtmktki;lj
≡3 −(til;kjtljm;ik − tijm;lk)tim + (tijtilm;kj + tim;kjtil;mk)tki;lj
≡3 til;kj(tlktljm;ik + tlm;iktlj;mi) + tjitijm;lk + ujm;lk
− tij(til;kjtljm;ik − tijm;lk) + tim;kjtil;mktki;lj
≡1 ujm;lk + til;kjtlm;iktlj;mi + tim;kjtil;mktki;lj,
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or
ujm;kl ≡3 −tilm;kjtkim;lj + til;kjtlm;iktlj;mi + tim;kjtil;mktki;lj.(6.9)
We also have commutation relations for ujm;kl. Check (6.10) in the
paragraph of I5 later for a completion of this list.
Lemma 6.25. The following hold.
(1) [[ujm;kl, tim]] ≡0 0.
(2) [[ujm;kl, tjk]] ≡3 tijm;kltim;jk + tij;mltijm;kl + tij;mltjmi;kl.
(3) [[ujm;kl, tjm]] ≡3 til;jmtkj;lmtkim;jl − tim;kjtil;mktljm;ki
− tilm;kjtkm;jltki;mj − tjkm;iltlm;iktlj;mi.
Proof. (1) Compute
ujm;kltim = tijm;klt
2
im − tjitijm;kltim
≡0 tijm;kl − tji(ujm;kl + tjitijm;kl)
≡0 tijujm;kl.
(2) We compute using Lemma 6.24(5)
ujm;kltjk = tijm;kltimtjk − tjitijm;kltjk
≡3 tijm;kltim;jk + tijm;kltjktim − tji(tmltijm;kl − tij;mltjm;kl)
≡3 tijm;kltim;jk + (tmltijm;kl − tij;mltjm;kl)tim
+ tijtmltijm;kl − tijtij;mltjm;kl
= tijm;kltim;jk + tml(tjitijm;kl + ujm;kl) + tij;ml(tjitjm;kl + tjmi;kl)
+ tijtmltijm;kl − tijtij;mltjm;kl
= tijm;kltim;jk + tij;mltijm;kl + tmlujm;kl + tij;mltjmi;kl.
(3) Use (6.9) and compute
ujm;kltjm ≡3 (tilm;kjtkim;jl + til;kjtlm;iktlj;mi − tim;kjtil;mktlj;ki)tjm
≡3 tilm;kjtlktkim;jl − tilm;kjtkm;jltki;mj + til;kjtlm;iktlitlj;mi
− tim;kjtil;mktlmtlj;ki − tim;kjtil;mktljm;ki
≡3 tmjtilm;kjtkim;jl + til;jmtkj;lmtkim;jl − tilm;kjtkm;jltki;mj
− tjk;iltkmtlm;iktlj;mi − tmjtim;kjtil;mktlj;ki − tim;kjtil;mktljm;ki
≡3 tmjtilm;kjtkim;jl + til;jmtkj;lmtkim;jl − tilm;kjtkm;jltki;mj
− tjmtjk;iltlm;iktlj;mi − tjkm;iltlm;iktlj;mi
− tmjtim;kjtil;mktlj;ki − tim;kjtil;mktljm;ki
≡3 tmjujm;kl + til;jmtkj;lmtkim;jl
− tilm;kjtkm;jltki;mj − tjkm;iltlm;iktlj;mi − tim;kjtil;mktljm;ki.

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Similar to before, we need to evaluate our derivations on the ele-
ments tijm;kl.
Lemma 6.26. The following hold.
(1) dij(tijm;kl) = tijtijm;kl + timtjim;kl − ujm;kl.
(2) dim(tijm;kl) ≡1 timtijm;kl + tjmtmji;kl + tij;kl.
(3) djm(tijm;kl) ≡1 tjmtijm;kl − tijtimj;kl − tim;kl − uim;kl.
(4) dik(tijm;kl) ≡1 tiktijm;kl − tkjm;iltik + tjk;iltik;jm.
(5) djk(tijm;kl) ≡1 tjktijm;kl + tikm;jltkj − tim;jktij;kl.
(6) dmk(tijm;kl) ≡1 tmktijm;kl + tijk;mltkm − tji;mktjm;kl − tik;mltmk;ij.
(7) dkl(tijm;kl) ≡1 0
Proof. (1) By the definitions we have
dij(tijm;kl) = tji;kldij(tjm)− dij(tim)tij;kl
= tji;kltjmtim − timtmjtij;kl
= −(tijm;kl + timtij;kl)tim − timtmjtij;kl
= −(ujm;kl + tjitijm;kl)
+ tim(tjim;kl + tjmtji;kl)− timtmjtij;kl
= −ujm;kl + tijtijm;kl + timtjim;kl.
(2) We use Lemma 6.24(2) and Lemma 6.21 to obtain
dim(tijm;kl) = dim(tij;kl)tjm + tmj;kldim(tjm)
− dim(tim)tij;kl + timdim(tij;kl)
≡1 (−tmitij;kl + tijtjm;kl + tijm;kl)tjm + tmj;kltjmtij
− tij;kl + tim(−tmitij;kl + tijtjm;kl + tijm;kl)
= −tmi(tijm;kl + timtij;kl)− tijtjmtjm;kl
+ tmitijm;kl + tjmtmj;kltji
+ timtijtjm;kl + timtijm;kl
= tij;kl − tijtjmtjm;kl + tjm(tmji;kl + tmitmj;kl)
− tmitijtjm;kl + timtijm;kl
≡1 timtijm;kl + tjmtmji;kl + tij;kl.
(3) Follows immediately from (1) and (2) using (6.6).
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(4) Compute using Lemma 6.12(2)
dik(tijm;kl) = dik(tij;kl)tjm − dik(tim)tij;kl − tkmdik(tij;kl)
≡1 (tjk;iltik + tiktij;kl)tjm − timtmktij;kl
− tkm(tjk;iltik + tiktij;kl)
= tjk;iltik;jm + tjk;iltjmtik + tik(tijm;kl + timtij;kl)
− timtmktij;kl − tkmtjk;iltik − tmktkitij;kl
= tjk;iltik;jm − (tkjm;il + tkmtkj;il)tik + tiktijm;kl − tkitimtij;kl
− timtmktij;kl − tkmtjk;iltik − tmktkitij;kl
≡1 tjk;iltik;jm − tkjm;iltik + tiktijm;kl.
(5) Compute using Lemma 6.12(2)
djk(tijm;kl) = djk(tij;kl)tjm + tik;jldjk(tjm)− timdjk(tij;kl)
≡1 −(tik;jltjk + tjktji;kl)tjm + tik;jltjmtmk
+ tim(tik;jltjk + tjktji;kl)
≡1 tik;jltkmtkj + tjktij;kltjm + timtik;jltjk − timtjktij;kl
= tikm;jltkj + tjk(tijm;kl + timtij;kl)− timtjktij;kl
= tjktijm;kl + tikm;jltkj − tim;jktij;kl.
(6) Follows immediately from (4) and (5) using (6.6).
(7) Follows immediately from Lemma 6.12(1). 
Since we only need to evaluate derivations of ujm;kl once, we will
just compute the derivation when it is needed.
We now proceed to finally giving a more explicit description of the
relations of T5. We do this by successively applying the derivations
on [[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km and simplifying with the already obtained
relations. We check Corollary 6.23 to see which derivations need to be
applied. As mentioned earlier we do not understand the structure of
the algebra and even failed to write the last relation in a somewhat
presentable form.
Note that we will not explicitly mention using the lemmas regarding
the commutation relations and the evaluations of derivations.
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I4. Observe
dik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡2 dikdlm([[tij;kl, tik]])
≡2 dlmdik([[tij;kl, tik]])
≡3 dlm(tik;jltij;kl − til;jk)
= −dml(tlj;ik)tij;kl − tik;jmdml(tlk;ij)− dml(tli;jk)
≡1 −(tmltlj;ik − tljtjm;ik − tljm;ik)tij;kl
− tik;jm(tmltlk;ij − tlktkm;ij − tlkm;ij)
− (tmltli;jk − tlitim;jk − tlim;jk)
= −tmltik;jltij;kl + tljtjm;iktij;kl + tljm;iktij;kl
+ tjm;iktmltlk;ij − tik;jmtkltkm;ij + tik;jmtlkm;ij
+ tmltil;jk + tlitim;jk + tlim;jk
≡3 tljtjm;iktij;kl + tljm;iktij;kl + (tjml;ik + tjltjm;ik)tlk;ij
− (tikl;jm + tiltik;jm)tkm;ij + tik;jmtlkm;ij
+ tlitim;jk + tlim;jk
≡3 −tmlj;iktij;kl + tikl;jmtij;km + tik;jmtlkm;ij + tlim;jk
≡3 −tmlj;iktij;kl + tik;jmtkml;ij + timl;jk + tik;jmtlkm;ij + tlim;jk
≡1 −tmlj;iktij;kl − tik;jmtmlk;ij − tmli;jk
In the second to last step we used (6.8).
I5, first part. We calculate
dildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡4 dil(−tmlj;iktij;kl − tik;jmtmlk;ij − tmli;jk)
= dli(tmlj;ik)tij;kl + tmij;lkdil(tij;lk)
+ dli(tik;jm)tmlk;ij + tlk;jmdli(tmlk;ij) + dli(tmli;jk)
≡2 (tlitmlj;ik + tmij;lktil − tmj;litml;ik)tij;kl
+ tmij;lk(tiltij;lk + tjktik;jl)
+ (tlitik;jm − tiktkl;jm − tikl;jm)tmlk;ij
+ tlk;jm(tlitmlk;ij + tmik;ljtil − tmk;litml;ij)
+ tlitmli;jk − tmltmil;jk − tmi;jk − umi;jk
= tlitmlj;kitlk;ji − tmj;litml;iktij;kl
− tmij;kltjktik;jl
+ tlitik;jmtmlk;ij − tiktkl;jmtmlk;ij − tikl;jmtmlk;ij
− tkl;jmtlitmlk;ij + tlk;jmtmik;ljtil − tlk;jmtmk;litml;ij
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+ tlitmli;jk − tmltmil;jk − tmi;jk − umi;jk
≡4 tli(−tmj;kitmlk;ji − tmli;jk)− tmj;litml;iktij;kl
− (tmltmij;kl + tmj;kltmi;jk)tik;jl
+ tlitik;jmtmlk;ij − tiktkl;jmtmlk;ij − tikl;jmtmlk;ij
− (tkitkl;jm + tkli;jm)tmlk;ij
+ tlk;jm(tkjtmik;lj − tmi;kjtik;lj)− tlk;jmtmk;litml;ij
+ tlitmli;jk − tmltmil;jk − tmi;jk − umi;jk
≡4 −tmj;litml;iktij;kl − tml(−tmj;kltmik;jl − tmil;jk)
− tmj;kltmi;jktik;jl + tlik;jmtmlk;ij
+ tlmtlk;jmtmik;lj − tlk;jmtmi;kjtik;lj
− tlk;jmtmk;litml;ij + uim;jk − tmltmil;jk + tim;jk
≡4 −tmj;litml;iktij;kl + tlik;jmtmlk;ij
− tlk;jmtmk;litml;ij + uim;jk + tim;jk
≡3 −tmj;litml;iktij;kl
− (ujk;im + tli;mjtik;lmtij;kl + tlk;mjtli;kmtml;ij)
− tlk;jmtmk;litml;ij + uim;jk + tim;jk
= uim;jk + tim;jk − ujk;im.
We used (6.9) in the second to last step.
Observe that due to Lemma 6.25(1) this implies
[[ujm;kl, tik]] ≡5 −tlki;jm.(6.10)
I5, second part. We consider
djldik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡4 djl(−tmlj;iktij;kl − tik;jmtmlk;ij − tmli;jk)
= dlj(tmlj;ik)tij;kl − tmjl;ikdjl(tji;lk)
− dlj(tjm;ik)tmlk;ij − tik;lmdlj(tmlk;ji) + dlj(tmli;jk)
≡2 (tljtmlj;ik − tmltmjl;ik − tmj;ik − umj;ik)tij;kl
− tmjl;ik(til;jktjl + tjltji;lk)
− (tljtjm;ik − tjmtml;ik − tjml;ik)tmlk;ij
− tik;lm(tljtmlk;ji + tmjk;litjl − tmk;ljtml;ji)
+ tljtmli;jk + tmji;lktjl − tmi;ljtml;jk
= tljtmlj;kitlk;ji − tmltmjl;iktji;lk − tmj;iktij;kl
− umj;iktij;kl + tmjl;kitjk;litjl − tlmtmjl;iktji;lk
− tljtjm;iktmlk;ij + tjmtml;iktmlk;ij − tjml;iktmlk;ji
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− tml;iktljtmlk;ji − tik;lmtmjk;litjl + tik;lmtmk;ljtml;ji
+ tljtmli;jk + tmji;lktjl − tmi;ljtml;jk
≡4 tlj(−tmj;kitmlk;ji − tmli;jk)− tmj;iktij;kl
− umj;iktij;kl + (−tml;kitmjk;li − tmji;lk)tjl
− tljtjm;iktmlk;ij + tjmtml;iktmlk;ij − tjml;iktmlk;ji
− (tmjtml;ik + tmlj;ik)tmlk;ji − tik;lmtmjk;litjl
+ tik;lmtmk;ljtml;ji
+ tljtmli;jk + tmji;lktjl − tmi;ljtml;jk
= −tmj;iktij;kl − umj;iktij;kl + tljm;iktmlk;ji
+ tik;lmtmk;ljtml;ji − tmi;ljtml;jk
≡5 uik;mjtij;kl + tljm;iktmlk;ji
+ tik;lmtmk;ljtml;ji − tmi;ljtml;jk
I6. We first compute
dij(uim;jk) = dij(tlim;jktlm − tiltlim;jk)
= dij(tlim;jk)tlm − dij(til)tlim;jk − tjldij(tlim;jk)
≡2 (tijtlim;jk + tljm;iktji − tlm;ijtli;jk)tlm − tiltljtlim;jk
− tjl(tijtlim;jk + tljm;iktji − tlm;ijtli;jk)
≡1 (−tljtji − tiltlj − tjitil)tlim;jk + tijuim;jk
+ tlm;ij(−tli;jktlm + timtli;jk)
+ tljm;ik(tjitlm − tlmtji) + ujm;iktji
≡1 tijuim;jk + tlm;ijtilm;jk + tljm;iktji;lm + ujm;iktji,
and obtain
dijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡5 dij(uim;jk + tim;jk − ujk;im)
= dij(uim;jk) + dji(ujk;im) + dij(tim;jk)
≡1 tijuim;jk + tlm;ijtilm;jk + tljm;iktji;lm + ujm;iktji
+ tjiujk;im + tlk;jitjlk;im + tlik;jmtij;lk + uik;jmtij
+ tmj;iktij + tijtim;jk
≡5 tlm;ijtilm;jk + tljm;iktji;lm + tlk;jitjlk;im + tlik;jmtij;lk.
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Moreover we calculate
tljm;iktji;lm + tlik;jmtij;lk
= tljm;iktjitlm − tljm;iktlmtji + tlik;jmtijtlk − tlik;jmtlktij
≡3 (tmktljm;ik − tlj;mktjm;ik)tlm − (tjltljm;ik + ujm;ik)tji
+ (tkmtlik;jm − tli;kmtik;jm)tlk − (tiltlik;jm + uik;jm)tij
≡3 tmk(tjltljm;ik + ujm;ik) + tlj;mk(tjltjm;ik + tjml;ik)
− tjl(tmktljm;ik − tlj;mktjm;ik)
+ tkm(tiltlik;jm + uik;jm) + tli;km(tiltik;jm + tikl;jm)
− til(tkmtlik;jm − tli;kmtik;jm) + (ujm;ik − uik;jm)tij
≡0 tmk;jltljm;ik + tlj;mktjml;ik + tkm;iltlik;jm + tli;kmtikl;jm
+ tmk(ujm;ik − uik;jm) + (ujm;ik − uik;jm)tij
≡5 −tmk;jltmlj;ik − tkm;iltkli;jm + tmktik;jm + tik;jmtij
≡2 −tmk;jltmlj;ik − tkm;iltkli;jm,
and so finally obtain
dijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡5 tlm;ijtilm;jk + tlk;jitjlk;im − tmk;jltmlj;ik − tkm;iltkli;jm
= tlm;ijtilm;jk + tlk;jitjlk;im + tlj;mktmlj;ki + tli;kmtkli;mj.
I7. Observe
dikdijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡6 dik(tlm;ijtilm;jk + tlk;jitjlk;im − tmk;jltmlj;ik − tkm;iltkli;jm)
≡1 dki(tij;lm)tilm;jk + tlm;jkdik(tilm;kj)
− dik(tij;kl)tjlk;im + tli;jkdki(tlkj;im) + tli;jkdki(tkjl;im)
+ dik(tkm;lj)tmlj;ki + tim;jldik(tmlj;ik)
+ dik(til;km)tkli;jm + tlk;imdki(tkli;jm)
≡1 (tkitij;lm − tijtjk;lm − tijk;lm)tilm;jk
+ tlm;jk(tiktilm;kj + tlk;ijtik;lm − tklm;ijtik)
+ (tli;jktki + tiktij;kl)tjlk;im
+ tli;jk(tkitlkj;im + tlij;kmtik − tlj;kitlk;im)
+ tli;jk(tkitkjl;im + tji;kmtki;jl + tijl;kmtik)
+ (tiktkm;lj − tkmtmi;lj − tkmi;lj)tmlj;ki
+ (tlk;imtik + tiktil;km)tkli;jm
+ tlk;im(tkitkli;jm + tlitilk;jm + tkl;jm)
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≡3 tli;jktki(tlkj;im + tkjl;im + tjlk;im)
+ (tkitij;lm − tijtjk;lm − tijk;lm)tilm;jk
+ tjitjk;lmtilm;kj + tjki;lmtilm;kj + tlm;jktlk;ijtik;lm
+ tmktlm;jktklm;ij + tlm;jktkl;ijtlm;ki − tlm;jktkm;ljtkl;ij
+ tiktij;kltjlk;im − tkmtkj;litjli;km
− tkjm;litjli;km − tli;jktji;kmtjl;ik
− tli;jktlj;kitlk;im + tli;jktji;kmtki;jl
+ (tiktkm;lj − tkmtmi;lj − tkmi;lj)tmlj;ki
+ tmltlk;imtkli;jm + tiktil;kmtkli;jm
+ tlmtlk;imtkli;jm + tkmtlk;imtilk;jm + tlk;imtkl;jm
≡1 tki(tij;lmtilm;jk − tij;kltjlk;im − tkm;ljtmlj;ki − til;kmtkli;jm)
+ tkm(−tlm;jktklm;ij − tkj;litjli;km − tmi;ljtmlj;ki + tlk;imtilk;jm)
− tijk;lmtilm;jk + tjki;lmtilm;kj − tlm;jktkm;ljtkl;ij
− tkjm;litjli;km − tli;jktlj;kitlk;im − tkmi;ljtmlj;ki + tlk;imtkl;jm
≡6 tkij;lmtilm;jk + tkjm;litjli;mk + tkmi;ljtmlj;ik
+ tlk;imtlk;mj + tlk;mjtlk;ji + tlk;jitlk;im.
I8. We consider
dijdikdijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡7 dij(tkij;lmtilm;jk + tkjm;litjli;mk + tkmi;ljtmlj;ik
+ tlk;imtlk;mj + tlk;mjtlk;ji + tlk;jitlk;im)
= dij(tkij;lm)tilm;jk + tkji;lmdij(tilm;jk)
+ dji(tkjm;il)tjli;mk − tkim;ljdji(tjli;mk)
− dij(tkmi;jl)tmlj;ik − tkmj;lidji(tmlj;ik)
+ dji(tim;lk)tlk;mj + tlk;jmdij(tjm;lk)
+ dij(tjm;lk)tlk;ji + tlk;midij(tlk;ji)
− dij(tlk;ij)tlk;im − tlk;jidji(tim;lk)
≡1 (tijtkij;lm − tkitkji;lm − tkj;lm − ukj;lm)tilm;jk
+ tkji;lm(tlj;iktij;lm − tjlm;iktij + tijtilm;jk)
+ (tjitkjm;il + tkim;jltij − tkm,jitkj;il)tjli;mk
− tkim;lj(tjitjli;mk + tlitilj;mk + tjl;mk)
− (tijtkmi;jl + tkmj;iltji + tmk;ijtmi;jl − tkj;iltij;km)tmlj;ik
− tkmj;li(tjitmlj;ik + tmli;jktij + tlm;jitlj;ik − tmi;jktji;ml)
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+ (tjitim;lk − timtmj;lk − timj;lk)tlk;mj
+ tlk;jm(tijtjm;lk − tjmtmi;lk − tjmi;lk)
+ (tijtjm;lk − tjmtmi;lk − tjmi;lk)tlk;ji
− tlk;ji(tjitim;lk − timtmj;lk − timj;lk)
≡3 (tijtkij;lm − tkitkji;lm − tkj;lm − ukj;lm)tilm;jk
+ tkji;lmtlj;iktij;lm + tkji;lm(tlktjlm;ik + tjl;iktlm;ji − tjm;lktjl;ik)
+ tkitkji;lmtilm;jk
+ tjitkjm;iltjli;mk − tkm;jitkj;iltjli;mk
+ tmjtkim;ljtilj;mk − tki;mjtim;ljtilj;mk − tkim;ljtjl;mk
− (tijtkmi;jl + tmk;ijtmi;jl − tkj;iltij;km)tmlj;ik
− tkmj;litmktmli;jk − tkmj;litmi;jktml;ij
− tkmj;li(tlm;jitlj;ik − tmi;jktji;ml)
+ (tjitim;lk − timtmj;lk − timj;lk)tlk;mj
− tmitmj;lktjm;lk − tmji;lktjm;lk
− tmjtlk;jmtmi;lk − tlk;jmtjmi;lk
+ (tijtjm;lk − tjmtmi;lk − tjmi;lk)tlk;ji
− tijtlk;jitim;lk + tlk;jitimj;lk
− tjmtji;lktmj;lk − tjim;lktmj;lk
= tij(tkij;lmtilm;jk + tkjm;litjli;mk + tkmi;ljtmlj;ik
+ tlk;imtlk;mj + tlk;mjtlk;ji + tlk;jitlk;im)
+ tmj(tkim;ljtilj;mk + tlk;jmtlk;mi + tlk;mitlk;ij + tlk;ijtlk;jm
+ tkji;lmtjlm;ik + tkmj;litmli;jk)
− tkj;lmtji;kltjlm;ik + tki;jmtkj;lmtjlm;ik − ukj;litmli;jk
− tkj;lmtilm;jk − ukj;lmtilm;jk − tkji;lmtjm;lktjl;ik
− tkm;jitkj;iltjli;mk − tki;mjtim;ljtilj;mk − tkim;ljtjl;mk
− tmk;ijtmi;jltmlj;ik + tkj;iltij;kmtmlj;ik − tkmj;litlm;jitlj;ik
− tlk;jmtjmi;lk − tjmi;lktlk;ji + tlk;jitimj;lk
+ (−timj;lktlk;mj − tmji;lktlk;mj + tjim;lktlk;mj).
Furthermore we compute
tijm;kltik;ml ≡1 −tjmi;lktml;ik − tmij;lktml;ik
≡4 tji;lktjml;ik + tjmk;il − tmi;lktikj;ml + tmkj;il
≡1 tji;lktjml;ik − tmi;lktikj;ml − tkjm;il,
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which yields
tkmj;litml;jitlj;ik
≡4 (−tkj;litkml;ji − tkmi;jl)tlj;ik
= tkj;litkml;ijtki;lj − tkmi;jltlj;ik
≡4 tkj;li(tmk;jitmlj;ki − tlk;jitkim;lj − timl;kj)− tkmi;jltlj;ik
≡3 tkj;litmk;jitmlj;ki + tki;ljtkim;lj − tkj;litiml;kj − tkmi;jltlj;ik,
and similarly
− tkji;lmtkl;jmtjl;ik
≡3 −(−tkj;lmtjmi;lk − tkmi;jl)tjl;ik
≡4 tkj;lm(tmj;kltmik;jl − tij;kltjlm;ik − tlmi;jk) + tkmi;jltjl;ik
≡3 tkm;ljtmik;jl − tkj;lmtij;kltjlm;ik − tkj;lmtlmi;jk + tkmi;jltjl;ik.
Thus we get
dijdikdijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡7 tki;jm(tkj;lmtjlm;ik + tim;ljtilj;mk)
+ tkm;ji(tkj;litjli;mk + tmi;ljtmlj;ik)
− ulm;kjtilm;jk + tlm;kjtlmi;jk
− uli;kjtmli;jk + tli;kjtlim;jk
+ tkim;jltjl;mk + tlj;kitkim;jl
+ tjmi;lktlk;ij + tkl;jmtjmi;lk
+ tlj;mktmik;jl + 2tkmi;jltjl;ik
+ tkl;ijtimj;lk + 2tjim;lktlk;mj.
Moreover we have
tij;kltijm;kl = tij;kltij;kltjm − tij;kltimtij;kl
= t2ij;kltjm − tjmt2ij;kl + tjim;kltij;kl,
and thus
tkl;jmtjmi;lk + tlm;kjtlmi;jk ≡3 tmji;lktkl;jm + tmli;jktlm;kj
because of t2kl;jm ≡3 t2lm;kj. In the same way obtain
tli;kjtlim;jk + tlj;kitkim;jl ≡3 tikm;ljtjl;ki + tilm;kjtli;jk.
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This finally yields
dijdikdijdildik([[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km)
≡7 tki;jm(tkj;lmtjlm;ik + tim;ljtilj;mk)
+ tkm;ji(tkj;litjli;mk + tmi;ljtmlj;ik)
− ulm;kjtilm;jk
− uli;kjtmli;jk
+ tmji;lktkl;jm + tmli;jktlm;kj
+ tikm;ljtjl;ki + tilm;kjtli;jk
+ tkim;jltjl;mk + tjmi;lktlk;ij
+ tlj;mktmik;jl + tkmi;jltjl;ik
− tmik;jltjl;ik − tikm;jltjl;ik
+ tkl;ijtimj;lk + tjim;lktlk;mj
− timj;lktlk;mj − tmji;lktlk;mj
≡3 tki;jm(tkj;lmtjlm;ik + tim;ljtilj;mk)
+ tkm;ji(tkj;litjli;mk + tmi;ljtmlj;ik)
− ulm;kjtilm;jk + tkim;jltjl;mk + tmli;jktlm;kj + tjim;lktlk;mj
− uli;kjtmli;jk + tkmi;jltjl;ik + tilm;jktli;kj + tjmi;lktlk;ij
+ tmik;jltik;jl + tkm;ljtmik;jl
+ timj;lktmj;lk + tji;kltimj;lk
I9. We currently do not have a presentable version of the final re-
lation.
We collect the results.
Corollary 6.27. The defining relations of T5 are
t2ij − 1, (I0)
tijtjk + tjktki + tkitij, (I1)
[[tij;kl, tik]], (I2)
tik;jltij;kl − til;jk, (I3)
[[tlkm;ij, tik]] + tkl;jmtij;km, (I3)
tmlj;iktij;kl + tik;jmtmlk;ij + tmli;jk, (I4)
uim;jk + tim;jk − ujk;im, (I5)
uik;mjtij;kl + tljm;iktmlk;ji + tik;lmtmk;ljtml;ji − tmi;ljtml;jk, (I5)
tlm;ijtilm;jk + tlk;jitjlk;im + tlj;mktmlj;ki + tli;kmtkli;mj, (I6)
tkij;lmtilm;jk + tkjm;litjli;mk + tkmi;ljtmlj;ik
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+ tlk;imtlk;mj + tlk;mjtlk;ji + tlk;jitlk;im, (I7)
dij(tkij;lmtilm;jk + tkjm;litjli;mk + tkmi;ljtmlj;ik
+ tlk;imtlk;mj + tlk;mjtlk;ji + tlk;jitlk;im), (I8)
dimdij(tkij;lmtilm;jk + tkjm;litjli;mk + tkmi;ljtmlj;ik
+ tlk;imtlk;mj + tlk;mjtlk;ji + tlk;jitlk;im), (I9)
with i, j, k, l,m ∈ {1, . . . , 5} pairwise distinct.
The ”nicest” version we have of the second to last relation is
tki;jm(tkj;lmtjlm;ik + tim;ljtilj;mk)
+ tkm;ji(tkj;litjli;mk + tmi;ljtmlj;ik)
− ulm;kjtilm;jk + tkim;jltjl;mk + tmli;jktlm;kj + tjim;lktlk;mj
− uli;kjtmli;jk + tkmi;jltjl;ik + tilm;jktli;kj + tjmi;lktlk;ij
+ tmik;jltik;jl − tkm;jltmik;jl
+ timj;kltmj;kl − tji;kltimj;kl.
Observe that the second and fourth lines are merely the first re-
spectively third lines with the roles of i and m swapped. Similarly, we
get the sixth line from the fifth by acting with (im)(jk).
7. Examples for the Trivial Component
In this section we consider (DS)() for the graphs Dn and the circle.
We will often take C as our ground field for convenience.
In Section 9.1 we will very briefly discuss the same object for a few
select graphs over the field F2.
7.1. Dn. We will use very well known statements on Clifford alge-
bras in this section, see for example [Bou59].
Assume char k 6= 2 and n ≥ 4. Let
S = Dn = {(1, 3), (i, i+ 1) | 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
We wish to determine the structure of (DS)().
For this let X = −(y13y23y13y34)2. Furthermore, for any 4 ≤ i ≤ n
let wi =
∏i−1
j=4 yj,j+1 = y45y56 · · · yi−1,i and put fi = w−1i Xwi, for 4 ≤
i ≤ n. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. (1) The elements fi with 4 ≤ i ≤ n generate
(DS)() as an algebra.
(2) f 2i + fi + 1 = 0 for all 4 ≤ i ≤ n.
(3) (fjfi)
2 = −1 for all 4 ≤ i, j ≤ n with i 6= j.
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Since the proof of this statement is very similar (albeit not identical
since we don’t divide out −1 here) to the treatment in Section 9.3 we
will skip it here.
Let G = (gij)1≤i,j≤n−3 ∈ k(n−3)×(n−3) with gii = −3 and gij = −1 for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n− 3 with i 6= j. Note that the matrix G is non degenerate
if and only if n− 1 6= 0 in k.
Lemma 7.2. The trivial component (DS)() is as an algebra isomor-
phic to a quotient of the Clifford algebra associated to the Gramian
matrix G.
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 3 let Xi = 2fi+3 + 1. Then by Lemma 7.1
we obviously have
X2i = −3, and
XiXj +XjXi = −2.
Since X1, . . . Xn−3 generate (DS)() as an algebra (char k 6= 2) the claim
follows. 
For convenience we restrict ourselves to k = C.
Proposition 7.3. We have
(DS(C))() ∼=
{
C2m×2m if 2m = n− 3,
C2m×2m × C2m×2m if 2m+ 1 = n− 3.
as C-algebras. In particular, dimCDS(C) = n!2n−3.
Proof. Follows immediately from the classification of complex Clif-
ford algebras, Lemma 7.2, and the fact that (DDn(C))() is a subalgebra
of (DDn+1(C))(). 
7.2. The Circle. The treatment here is related to [BLM13, Sec. 7].
Let n ≥ 3. Let
S = {(i, i+ 1), (n, 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
Then S is a circle. As we did in Section 3.2 we will adopt some con-
venient notation. We will allow the indices of our elements yij ∈ DS
to range over all integers and then consider them modulo n. Fur-
thermore, we will write yi for yi,i+1 for i ∈ Z. Recall the notation
mi = yiyi+1 · · · yi−2 for i ∈ Z.
We wish to investigate the subalgebra (DS)(). For this introduce
the notation
Tj = mjm
−1
1
for 2 ≤ j ≤ n.
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It follows from the results later in Section 9.4 that the elements
T2, . . . , Tn generate (DS)() as an algebra. Later in Corollary 9.15 we will
also see that the elements T2, . . . , Tn commute. Furthermore it follows
from Lemma 9.13 that we can turn (DS)() into a kSn−1-module algebra
by letting σ(Tj) = Tσ(j) for σ ∈ Sn−1, 2 ≤ j ≤ n (for convenience let
Sn−1 operate on 2, . . . , n).
Let us assume in the next proposition that k = C. We show that
(DS)() is a deformation of the coinvariant algebra. For this recall Propo-
sition 3.13 and our notation for the elementary symmetric polynomials.
We will only need to use the dimension of the coinvariant algebra,
for this see for example [Art44].
Proposition 7.4. Let I ⊆ C[x1, . . . , xn−1] be the ideal generated
by em − (−1)m for 1 ≤ m ≤ n− 1. Then
(DS(C))() ∼= C[x1, . . . , xn−1]/I
as algebras. In particular, dimCDS(C) = n!(n− 1)!.
Proof. Observe that with the natural filtration the associated
graded algebra of C[x1, . . . , xn−1]/I is a quotient of the coinvariant
algebra. Since the coinvariant algebra has dimension (n− 1)! this im-
plies
dimCC[x1, . . . , xn−1]/I ≤ (n− 1)!.
Let now J ⊆ C[y1, . . . , yn−1] be the ideal in C[y1, . . . , yn−1] such that
C[y1, . . . , yn−1]/J ∼= (DS)() by mapping yj to Tj+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1.
By Proposition 3.13 we have I ⊆ J . Hence em − (−1)m ∈ J for
1 ≤ m ≤ n− 1, so it follows by Vieta’s formulas that the variety of J
is contained in
{(ζk1 , . . . , ζkn−1) | 1 ≤ k1, . . . , kn−1 ≤ n− 1 pairwise distinct},(7.1)
where ζ is a primitive n-th root of unity. On the other hand, due to
the statements above each permutation of y1, . . . , yn−1 yields an algebra
isomorphism of C[y1, . . . , yn−1]/J . Hence for each element in the variety
of J any permutation of the entries yields again an element in the
variety of J . However, we have (DS)() 6= 0 and thus the variety of J is
non empty by the Nullstellensatz. Applying all permutations in Sn−1 to
one element of (7.1) in the variety of J yields (n−1)! distinct elements in
the variety of J . Hence dimCC[y1, . . . , yn−1]/J = (n−1)! and therefore
C[y1, . . . , yn−1]/J ∼= C[y1, . . . , yn−1]/I, which is the claim. 
CHAPTER 4
Groups Attached to Fomin-Kirillov Algebras
In this chapter we attach a group GS to a Fomin-Kirillov algebra
ES. It turns out that finiteness of the group is related to finite dimen-
sionality of the Fomin-Kirillov algebra.
In Section 8 we give the definition, basic properties, and discuss
some relations of the group, which for n ≤ 4 turn out to be defining
relations.
In Section 9 we consider examples. Encouraged by the results we
suggest a tentative strategy to tackle infinite dimensionality of E6 based
on [FLZ01]. The most important tool for the results in this section
are the algorithms outlined in [BHLGO15].
8. Groups Attached to Subsets of T
8.1. Definition and Basic Properties. For S ⊆ T we define the
group G˜S to be the subgroup of Autk(ES) generated by the elements
ys ∈ DS for s ∈ S and −id. We will often consider the quotient GS of
G˜S by the normal subgroup generated by −id. For s = (i, j) ∈ S we
will write zij = zs for the class in GS represented by ys.
The following lemma follows directly from the definitions.
Lemma 8.1. Let R, S ⊆ T with R ⊆ S. Then G˜R is a subgroup
of G˜S. The inclusion map induces an injective group homomorphism
GR → GS.
The following proposition allows us to relate finite dimensionality
of ES to finiteness of GS.
Proposition 8.2. (1) If ES is an infinite dimensional vector
space, then GS is an infinite group.
(2) Assume #k < ∞. If ES is a finite dimensional vector space,
then GS is a finite group.
Proof. (1) If ES is an infinite dimensional vector space there is a
monomial xk = xs1 · · · xsk , s1, . . . , sk ∈ S with xk 6= 0 for any k ∈ N.
Let yk = ysk · · · ys1 ∈ G˜S. Then yk(1) = xk + x˜k where x˜k is of degree
at most k − 1. This implies yk 6= yl if k 6= l. Hence G˜S and thus also
GS are infinite.
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(2) If ES is a finite dimensional vector space, Autk(ES) is a finite
group. Hence G˜S is finite as a subgroup of a finite group. 
Note that the groups defined above in principle depend on the
ground field k. In fact, if char k = 2 then G˜S = GS for all S. However,
in all the examples we considered we were not able to find a dependency
of GS on the ground field k. This gives rise to the following conjectures.
Conjecture 8.3. The group GS does not depend on the ground
field k.
If this conjecture turns out to be true, 8.2 will immediately imply
the following.
Conjecture 8.4. The algebra ES is finite dimensional if and only
if GS is a finite group.
There is a homomorphism from GS to the symmetric group Sn.
Proposition 8.5. Let S ⊆ T . There is a unique group homo-
morphism G˜S → Sn mapping ys 7→ s for s ∈ S and −id to 1. This
homomorphism factorizes through GS. This homomorphism is surjec-
tive if and only if S is a connected graph on n vertices.
Proof. Uniqueness is clear, since G˜S is generated by ys, s ∈ S, and
−id. We need to show that this assignment in fact defines a homomor-
phism. To this end let y = ys1 · · · ysk = id or −id with s1, . . . , sk ∈ S.
Then y(1) = 1 or −1. On the other hand, y(1) is a Sn-homogeneous el-
ement of ES of degree sk · · · s1 by Remark 2.3. This implies sk · · · s1 = 1
and thus s1 · · · sk = 1, hence we indeed have a well defined homomor-
phism. That the homomorphism factorizes through GS is obvious, as
is the last claim. 
We will denote the homomorphism GS → Sn from Proposition 8.5
by γ. We will denote the kernel of γ by NS.
Remark 8.6. The modified shift groups considered in [Loc13] are
essentially the same as our groups G˜S if we take S to be the complete
graph on 3, 4, or 5 vertices. Analogues of Proposition 8.2 and Proposi-
tion 8.5 in this setting were already proved there. See also Remark 2.3.
8.2. Some Relations in GS. We derive some relations among the
elements yt that follow from Lemma 2.4. If our graph happens to have
4 vertices or fewer, the relations given in this section are in fact all the
defining relations of the group.
Lemma 8.7. (1) Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If i 6= j then y2ij = 1.
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(2) Let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(yijykl)
2 = 1.
(3) Let i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k} = 3. Then
(yijyjk)
3 = 1, (yjiyjk)
3 = −1.
(4) Let i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k} = 3. Then
(yijyjkyik)
2 = 1.
(5) Let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(yijyikyil)
4 = −1.
(6) Let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(yijyjkyklyli)
3 = −1.
Proof. (1) and (2) were proved in Lemma 2.4.
(3) and (4) were proved in Lemma 3.1.
(5)
yikyilyij = yik(yijyjl + yjlyli)
= (yijyjk + yjkyki)yjl + yjlyikyli
= yijyjkyjl − yjkyjlyik − yjlyikyil.
We multiply this equation with yij from the left and with yikyil from
the right. Since
yikyilyikyil = −yilyiky2il = −yilyik
by Lemma 8.7(1), we conclude that
(8.1)
(yijyikyil)
2 = yijyikyilyijyikyil
= yjkyjlyikyil − yijyjkyjlyil + yijyjlyilyik
= −yjkykiyjlyil − yijyjkyjlyil + yijyjlyilyik
= ykiyijyjlyil + yijyjlyilyik.
By interchanging l and j, and using Lemma 8.7(2) and (8.1) we obtain
that
−(yilyikyij)2 = −yilyikyijyilyikyij
= −ykiyilyljyij − yilyljyijyik
= −ykiyijyljyil − yijyljyilyik
= ykiyijyjlyil + yijyljyilyik
= (yijyikyil)
2.
This the claim.
(6) See Example 5.3. 
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Corollary 8.8. Let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . n}. If #{i, j, k, l} = 4 then
(yijyikyijyil)
2 = (yilyijyilyik)
2.
Proof. Using Lemma 8.7(1),(3) we conclude that
yijyikyijyil(yijyikyij)yil = −yijyikyijyilyikyijyikyil
= −yij(yikyijyilyikyijyil)yilyikyil
= (yijyilyij)yikyilyij(yikyilyik)yil
= yilyijyilyikyilyijyilyik(yilyil)
= yilyijyilyikyilyijyilyik.
This completes the proof. 
These relations in G˜S imply relations in GS. Recall that for s ∈ S
we write zs for the class in GS represented by ys.
Lemma 8.9. The generators zt of GT , where t ∈ T , satisfy the
following relations.
(1) Let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If i 6= j then z2ij = 1.
(2) Let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(zijzkl)
2 = 1.
(3) Let i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k} = 3. Then
(zijzik)
3 = 1.
(4) Let i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k} = 3. Then
(zijzjkzki)
2 = 1.
(5) Let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(zijzikzil)
4 = 1.
(6) Let i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with #{i, j, k, l} = 4. Then
(zijzjkzklzli)
3 = 1.
8.3. n ≤ 4. We consider connected graphs on at most 4 vertices.
In this subsection we assume chark ∈ {0, 2}. Our work here is largely
computational and was done using GAP [GAP16].
For Groebner basis computations we used the packageGBNP [CK16]
implemented in GAP [GAP16].
Proposition 8.10. Let S be a graph on at most 4 vertices. Then
the relations in Lemma 8.9 that apply are defining relations of GS.
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Proof. Our proof of this is computational. For each graph S we
can use computer calculations to obtain the order of the group given by
the relations of Lemma 8.9. On the other hand, we have a description
of ES by generators and relations and can use Proposition 2.6 to get
a presentation of GS (or G˜S) as a matrix group and then calculate its
order. Since the orders agree in all cases we are done. 
Remark 8.11. If we have 5 or more vertices we know that the
relations given in Lemma 8.9 do not suffice. For example, the relation
(z12z23z34z45z51)
4 = 1,
which we have seen in Example 5.6, is needed if the graph contains a
circle on 5 vertices.
We do not have a complete description of the groups GS in terms
of generators and relations if n ≥ 5.
We get another proposition with a computational proof.
Proposition 8.12. Let S be a graph on at most 4 vertices. Then
GS is a solvable group.
Of course we already know that the opposite is true for connected
graphs on 5 or more vertices due to Proposition 8.5.
9. Examples
In this section we consider examples.
We focus our attention on computing the kernel NS of the homo-
morphism GS → Sn from Proposition 8.5.
While the computational results are summarized in the Appendix,
we also mention what we consider to be the most important examples
in Subsection 9.1.
In the end we determine the group NS for the graph Dn (9.3) and
approximate it for the circle (9.4).
9.1. n ≥ 5. In this section we collect our results on the structure of
NS for some examples on 5 or more vertices. In the Appendix one can
find a summary of the results. In this section we want to briefly discuss
the examples where sporadic simple groups (or something close) occur.
We use ATLAS [CCN+85] notation.
For all the results in this section we work with k = F2. We want
to briefly explain our strategy. We consider examples where have a
description of ES by generators and relations over F2. Proposition 2.6
then allows us to obtain a presentation of NS as a matrix group with
entries in F2. We then use the methods for composition trees outlined in
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[BHLGO15] which are implemented in MAGMA [BCP97] to obtain
our results.
For Groebner basis computations we used the packageGBNP [CK16]
implemented in GAP [GAP16].
rr rr r rr
 
r
@ rr r r  r@ r r r
Figure 1. The graphs S where NS is close to a sporadic
simple group.
Proposition 9.1. Let S = K4,5, the graph to the left in Figure 1.
Then
(1) (DS)() ∼= F6×64 as F2-algebras.
(2) NS ∼= J2 as groups, where J2 denotes the Hall-Janko group of
order 604800 = 27 · 33 · 52 · 7.
Proof. Computational.
(1) can be checked using the MEATAXE [Par84] as implemented
in GAP [GAP16].
(2) can be checked as outlined above. 
Similarly we have.
Proposition 9.2. Let S be the graph in the middle in Figure 1.
Then
(1) (DS)() ∼= F24×242 as F2-algebras.
(2) NS ∼= Co1 as groups, where Co1 denotes the Conway group of
order 4157776806543360000 = 221 · 39 · 54 · 72 · 11 · 13 · 23.
Proposition 9.3. Let S = H6, the graph to the right in Figure 1.
Then
(1) (DS)() ∼= F12×124 as F2-algebras.
(2) NS ∼= 3.Suz as groups, where Suz denotes the Suzuki group of
order 448345497600 = 213 · 37 · 52 · 7 · 11 · 13.
Remark 9.4. We do not know a proof of the statements in this
section that works without using computers. However, we believe one
should consider the results presented here in the context of [FLZ01].
There, the absolutely irreducible subgroups G of some GLn(F2k) which
are generated by the conjugacy class gG of some element g ∈ G of order
3 with some technical assumption are classified. The groups described
in this section appear naturally in exactly this way.
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A basic strategy to prove that E6 is infinite dimensional would be
to search for a graph S on 6 vertices where finite dimensionality of
ES would imply that NS falls into this classification aswell. Then one
could try to rule out all the possibilties in the classification in a case
by case analysis.
Note however that even for several examples on 5 vertices the group
NS doesn’t seem to fall into this framework.
Remark 9.5. It is not always the case that the groups NS are
close to simple groups. For example, if we take S to be the star on 5
vertices the order of NS is 25034 and the group is solvable by Burnside’s
theorem. Check also the Appendix for all the Chief series we were able
compute.
9.2. An. Assume that n ≥ 2. Let
S = An = {(i, i+ 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
Then there is a unique group homomorphism f : Sn → GS such that
f(s) = zs for all s ∈ S. Indeed, consider the presentation of Sn as a
Coxeter group with generators s ∈ S. By Lemma 8.9, the generators
zs, s ∈ S, satisfy appropriate Coxeter relations, such that the map f
is a well-defined surjective group homomorphism. The composition of
this map with the group homomorphism GS → Sn in Proposition 8.5 is
the identity on the generators. Therefore f is also injective, hence an
isomorphism. In particular, NS = 1.
9.3. Dn. In this section we will denote with . the left adjoint action
in GS. Assume that n ≥ 4. Let
S = Dn = {(1, 3), (i, i+ 1) | 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
We determine NS. Let X = (z13z23z13z34)2. Then X = (z23z13z23z34)2
by Lemma 8.9(3), and
X = (z34z13z34z23)
2 = (z34z23z34z13)
2
by Corollary 8.8. We conclude that
X2 = (z13z23z13z34)
2(z34z13z34z23)
2
= z13z23z13z34z13z23z34z23z34z13z34z23
= z13z23z13z34z13z34z23z13z34z23
= z13z23z34z13z23z13z34z23
= z13z23z34z23z13z23z34z23.
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Since z23z34z23 = z34z23z34, we conclude that X
2 = X−1. Moreover,
z13Xz13 = z13(z13z23z13z34)
2z13 = (z23z13z34z13)
2 = X−1,
z23Xz23 = z23(z23z13z23z34)
2z23 = (z13z23z34z23)
2 = X−1,
z34Xz34 = z34(z34z13z34z23)
2z34 = (z13z34z23z34)
2 = X−1.
The degree four summands of y13y23y13y34(1) and y34y13y23y13(1)
are non-zero since ∂34(x34x13x23x13) = x13x23x13 6= 0 in E4. Since they
have different Sn-degrees this implies y13y23y13y34 6= ±y34y13y23y13 and
hence X 6= 1.
It is clear that z13z23z13, z23, z34, . . . , zn−1,n generate GS. The homo-
morphism in Proposition 8.5 maps z13z23z13, z23, z34, . . . , zn−1,n to the
transpositions (1 2), (2 3), (3 4), . . . , (n − 1n), respectively. Moreover,
the generators z13z23z13, z23, z34, . . . , zn−1,n satisfy all appropriate Cox-
eter relations except for ((z13z23z13)z34)
2 = 1. Thus the kernel NS of
the homomorphism in Proposition 8.5 is the smallest normal subgroup
of GS containing X.
To better understand NS let us first prove the following technical
lemma.
Lemma 9.6. In GS the relation
z34z45Xz45z34 = X
−1z45Xz45
holds.
Proof. We first record that
Xz34z45X = z13z23z13z34(z13z23z13z45z13z23z13)z34z13z23z13z34
= z13z23z13(z34z45z34)z13z23z13z34
= (z13z23z13z45)z34(z45z13z23z13)z34
= z45(z13z23z13z34z13z23z13)z45z34
= z45Xz34z45z34.
From this we easily conclude that
z34z45Xz45z34 = z34z45X(z45z34z45)z45
= z34(z45Xz34z45z34)z45
= (z34Xz34)z45Xz45
= X−1z45Xz45,
which is the claim. 
For any 4 ≤ i ≤ n let wi =
∏i−1
j=4 zj,j+1 = z45z56 · · · zi−1,i. We will
use the previous Lemma to derive some formulas for the adjoint action
. on the elements fi = w
−1
i Xwi, 4 ≤ i ≤ n.
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Lemma 9.7. Let 4 ≤ i ≤ n. Then
(1) Let j ∈ {1, 2}. Then zj3 . fi = f−1i .
(2) z34 . fi = f
−1
4 fi if i > 4, and
z34 . f4 = f
−1
4 .
(3) zi,i+1 . fi = fi+1, if i < n,
zi−1,i . fi = fi−1, if i > 4, and
zj,j+1 . fi = fi if 4 ≤ j < n and j 6= i, i− 1.
Proof. (1) Since zj3 commutes with wi it is clear from the state-
ments above that
zj3 . fi = zj3w
−1
i Xwizj3 = w
−1
i zj3Xzj3wi = w
−1
i X
2wi = f
−1
i .
(2) If 4 < i the element w′i = z45wi = z56 · · · zi−1,i commutes with
z34 and X. In this case we therefore obtain from Lemma 9.6
z34 . fi = z34fiz34
= z34(w
′
i)
−1z45Xz45w′iz34
= (w′i)
−1(z34z45Xz45z34)w′i
= (w′i)
−1X−1z45Xz45w′i
= X−1w−1i Xwi
= f−14 fi.
The equation z34 . f4 = z34Xz34 = X
−1 = f−14 has been proved above
already.
(3) It is clear from the definition that wizi,i+1 = wi+1 if i < n,
therefore zi,i+1 . fi = fi+1. Similarly wizi−1,i = wi−1 and therefore
zi−1,i . fi = fi−1 is clear if i > 4. If j > i the element zj,j+1 clearly
commutes with both X and wi, hence we obtain zj,j+1 . fi = fi. If
j < i − 1 we use the braid relation among zj+1,j+2 and zj,j+1 to see
wizj,j+1 = zj+1,j+2wi which implies the last claim. 
Corollary 9.8. The normal subgroup NS of GS is as a group
generated by the elements fi, 4 ≤ i ≤ n.
In the next lemma we determine relations between the elements fi,
4 ≤ i ≤ n.
Lemma 9.9. In the group GS the following relations hold.
(1) f 3i = 1 for all 4 ≤ i ≤ n.
(2) (fjfi)
2 = 1 for all 4 ≤ i, j ≤ n with i 6= j.
Proof. (1) We already know X2 = X−1. Thus the statement
follows immediately since each fi is a conjugate of X.
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(2) We only show (fjfi)
2 = 1 for j > i, the other case follows by
conjugating with z13 or z23. First by Lemma 9.7 observe that for k ≥ 2
zi+k−1,i+k . (fi+k−1fi)2 = ((zi+k−1,i+k . fi+k−1) · (zi+k−1,i+k . fi))2
= (fi+kfi)
2,
hence it suffices to show the claim for j = i + 1. For i ≥ 5 we have
similarly
zi−1,izi,i+1 . (fifi−1)2 = (fi+1fi)2,
so it suffices to show the claim for j = 5, i = 4. For this observe
(z23z34)
3 = 1 and obtain that (z23z34)
3 . f5 = f5. Again using 9.7 we
get
f5 = (z23z34)
3 . f5
= z23z34z23z34z23 . f
−1
4 f5
= z23z34z23z34 . f4f
−1
5
= z23z34z23 . f
−1
4 f
−1
5 f4
= z23z34 . f4f5f
−1
4
= z23 . f
−1
4 f
−1
4 f5f4
= f4f4f
−1
5 f
−1
4
and hence f5 = f
−1
4 f
−1
5 f
−1
4 . Thus (f5f4)
2 = 1 which concludes the
proof. 
In order to identify the group NS we use a result of Carmichael.
Lemma 9.10. [Car56, Ch. VII,§IV] Let n ≥ 3 and let G be the
group given by generators gi, 3 ≤ i ≤ n, and relations g3i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3,
and (gigj)
2, 3 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Then there is an isomorphism ϕ : G→ An
with ϕ(gi) = (1 2 i) for all 3 ≤ i ≤ n.
Using the Lemma above we can determine the structure of NS.
Proposition 9.11. The group NS is isomorphic to the alternating
group An−1.
Proof. By the relations from Lemma 9.9 and Lemma 9.10 we know
that NS is isomorphic to a quotient of An−1. Further NS is not trivial
since X 6= 1. For n 6= 5 this implies the claim since in this case An−1
is simple. For n = 5 the claim follows since we can interpret the group
ND5 as a subgroup of ND6 by Lemma 8.1. 
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Remark 9.12. Recall the notation
D′n = {(1, 2)} ∪Dn
from Section 5.5. We have seen that ϕ1 (DDn) is as an algebra isomor-
phic to DD′n−1 . Since of course
(DS)() = (ϕ1 (DS))()
for all S ⊆ T we can deduce
ND′n−1 ∼= NDn ∼= An−1.
9.4. The Circle. In this section we will again denote with . the
left adjoint action in GS.
Let n ≥ 3. Let
S = {(i, i+ 1), (n, 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1}.
Then S is a circle. We will use the same conventions and notations
as we did in the latter part of Section 3.2 and Section 7.2. We write
zj for the class of GS represented by yj = yj,j+1 for j ∈ Z. Abusing
notation Tj will denote the class in GS represented by Tj for 2 ≤ j ≤ n,
as will mi denote the class in GS represented by mi for i ∈ Z. Note
that everything done in this section would also work if we replaced
GS by G˜S, the only difference being that we would need to add the
extra generator −1 to the generators of our normal subgroup. This
observation is important for Section 7.2.
Note that
T2 = (z2z3 · · · zn−1znzn−1 · · · z2)z1
by the definition from Section 7.2.
The group GS is generated by T2, z2, . . . , zn. Those generators are
mapped to (), (2, 3), (3, 4), . . . , (n, 1) under the homomorphism of Propo-
sition 8.5. Since z2, . . . , zn fulfill the appropriate Coxeter relations for
Sn it follows that the element T2 generates NS as a normal subgroup
of GS.
Let us evaluate the adjoint action on the elements T2, . . . , Tn.
Lemma 9.13. Let 1 ≤ j ≤ n and 1 < k < n. The following hold.
(1) z1 . T2 = T
−1
2 and z1 . Tj = TjT
−1
2 if j > 2.
(2) zn . Tn = T
−1
n and zn . Tj = TjT
−1
n if j < n.
(3) zk . Tj = Tj(k,k+1).
Proof. We rely on Lemma 3.8.
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(1) Observe
z1 . T2 = z1m2m
−1
1 z1
= m1znznm
−1
2
= T−12 .
Similarly for j > 2
z1Tj = z1mjm
−1
1 z1
= mjznznm
−1
2
= (mjm
−1
1 )(m1m
−1
2 )
= TjT
−1
2 .
(2) The situation is symmetric in 2 and n.
(3) Follows with a similar argument as above from the equations
zkmk = mk+1zk−1, zkmk+1 = mkzk−1,
zkmj = mjzk−1 for j /∈ {k, k + 1},
m−11 zk = zk−1m
−1
1 .

Corollary 9.14. NS is as a group generated by T2, . . . , Tn.
Corollary 9.15. The elements T2, . . . , Tn commute pairwise.
Proof. To show TjTk = TkTj use the definition to expand Tk as a
product of z’s and then use Lemma 9.13 repeatedly to commute those
with Tj. 
We use the relations from Proposition 3.13 to approximate the order
of Tj.
Lemma 9.16. We have T nj = 1 for 2 ≤ j ≤ n.
Proof. Clearly in DS[X] by Proposition 3.13
n∏
j=2
(X − Tj) = Xn−1 +
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)iei(T2, . . . , Tn)Xn−i−1
= Xn−1 +
n−1∑
i=1
(−1)2iXn−i−1.
So Tj is a zero of X
n−1 + Xn−2 + · · · + X + 1, hence T nj = 1 for all
1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1. 
We now have a partial result on the structure of NS.
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Proposition 9.17. The group NS is a quotient of (Cn)n−2.
Proof. The generators T2, . . . , Tn commute and satisfy T
n
j = 1
for all 2 ≤ j ≤ n by Lemma 9.16. Furthermore, T2T3 · · ·Tn = 1 by
Proposition 3.13. The claim follows. 
We conjecture that the group NS is in fact isomorphic to (Cn)n−2,
and we know that this is the case for n ≤ 5 and char k ∈ {0, 2}.

Appendix
S NS #NS ≈ dimk ES
1 1 1 6
C3 3 3 12
1 1 1 24
C3 3 3 48
A4 22 · 3 12 96
C24 2
4 16 144
9.5 26 · 3 192 288
9.6 210 · 3 3072 576
1 1 1 120
A4 22 · 3 12 480
A5 22 · 3 · 5 60 960
C35 5
3 125 2880
9.7 210 · 3 3072 2880
J2 2
7 · 33 · 52 · 7 604800 8640
95
96 APPENDIX
G2(4) 2
12 · 33 · 52 · 7 · 13 251596800 17280
Co1 2
21 · 39 · 54 · 72 · 11 · 13 · 23 4 · 1018 69120
9.8 250 · 34 9 · 1016 14400
9.9 260 · 35 · 55 9 · 1023 28800
9.10 275 · 310 · 55 7 · 1030 57600
9.11 260 · 315 · 510 · 75 · 135 1 · 1042 86400
3.Suz 213 · 38 · 52 · 7 · 11 · 13 1 · 1012 207360
Table 1
Here we collect the chief series we were able to compute as described
in Section 9.1. Refer to Table 1 for the numbering.
9.5.
G
| Cyclic(3)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
1
9.6.
G
| Cyclic(3)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
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| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
1
And on 5 vertices, here we work with chark = 2.
9.7.
G
| Cyclic(3)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
1
9.8.
G
| Cyclic(3)
*
| Cyclic(3)
*
| Cyclic(3)
*
| Cyclic(3)
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*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (2 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
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*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
1
9.9.
G
| Alternating(5)
*
| Alternating(5)
*
| Alternating(5)
*
| Alternating(5)
*
| Alternating(5)
*
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| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
1
9.10.
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G
| Alternating(6)
*
| Alternating(6)
*
| Alternating(6)
*
| Alternating(6)
*
| Alternating(6)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
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*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2) (4 copies)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
*
| Cyclic(2)
1
9.11.
G
| G(2, 4)
*
| G(2, 4)
*
| G(2, 4)
*
| G(2, 4)
*
| G(2, 4)
1
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Anlage
Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Die Fomin-Kirillov-Algebra En ist eine quadratische Algebra, erzeugt
von den Kanten des vollsta¨ndigen Graphens auf n Knoten, die ur-
spru¨nglich in [FK98] eingefu¨hrt wurde um den Schubert-Kalku¨l zu un-
tersuchen. Spa¨ter wurde festgestellt ([MS00], vergleiche auch [GV16]
fu¨r geschichtliche Bemerkungen), dass es sich bei der Fomin-Kirillov-
Algebra En fu¨r n = 3, 4, 5 um eine Nichols-Algebra zu einer nichta-
belschen Gruppe handelt. Es wird vermutet dass dies auch fu¨r n > 5
zutrifft.
Bis heute sind so elementare Eigenschaften wie die Dimension von
E6 als Vektorraum unbekannt.
Ku¨rzlich wurde in [BLM13] die Klasse der Beispiele zu ”hyper-
bolischen” Unteralgebren ES, erzeugt von den Kanten von Teilgraphen
des vollsta¨ndigen Graphen, erweitert. Diese Algebren haben einige
interesante Eigenschaften (zum Beispiel ”scho¨ne” Hilbertreihen), fu¨r
unsere Zwecke sind sie aber hauptsa¨chlich von Interesse weil sie mehr
Spielraum geben um neue Methoden zur Untersuchung von Fomin-
Kirillov-Algebren zu entwickeln und zu testen.
Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, neue Methoden zum Studium von
Fomin-Kirillov-Algebren zu entwickeln. Insbesondere interessieren wir
uns fu¨r die Berechnung ihrer Dimension als Vektorraum beziehungsweise
fu¨r die Entscheidung ihrer Endlichdimensionalita¨t.
Unser Werkzeug sind deformierte Fomin-Kirillov-Algebren, die wir
mit DS bezeichnen. Im zweiten Kapitel fu¨hren wir diese Algebren
ein und stellen sie in Zusammenhang zu den urspru¨nglichen Fomin-
Kirillov-Algebren. Im Kontext der Deformationen ist zu beachten dass
die Fomin-Kirillov-Algebren als nicht koszul bekannt sind [Roo99].
Es ist zu bemerken dass allgemeinere Deformationen bereits in
[FK98] betrachtet wurden, allerdings zu einem anderen Zweck und
ohne Betrachtung des Zusammenhangs zwischen deformierter und un-
deformierter Algebra.
Im dritten und vierten Kapitel nutzen wir unsere Deformation und
die Resultate des zweiten Kapitels um neue Methoden einzufu¨hren.
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Im dritten Kapitel untersuchen wir Unteralgebren von deformierten
Fomin-Kirillov-Algebren die wir zu gewissen Untergruppen der sym-
metrischen Gruppe zuordnen. Diese Unteralgebren von DS verhal-
ten sich einigermaßen vernu¨nftig - sie scheinen verwandt mit Fomin-
Kirillov-Algebren ES′ geho¨rend zu Graphen auf weniger Knoten als S.
Damit ko¨nnen wir die Dimensionen von einigen Algebren ES per Hand
neu berechnen, was vorher zum gro¨ßten Teil nur mit Gro¨bner Basen
mo¨glich war. Der wichtigste Fortschritt ist unsere Berechnung der Di-
mension von E5 ohne Computer-Rechnungen, was nach unserem Wis-
sen bislang nicht mo¨glich war. Unser Vorgehen dabei ist a¨hnlich zu
dem in [FP00]. Wir wenden unsere Methode auch auf E6 an. Un-
sere Resultate dort sind nur partiell, sie scheinen jedoch einigermaßen
vielversprechend und geben einen Ansatz fu¨r weitere Untersuchungen.
Im vierten Kapitel assoziieren wir zu Fomin-Kirillov-Algebren dann
Gruppen. Fu¨r Nichols-Algebren wurden diese Gruppen bereits in [Loc13]
eingefu¨hrt. Es stellt sich heraus dass Endlichkeit der assoziierten Gruppe
in Verbindung steht zur Endlichdimensionalita¨t der zugeho¨rigen Fomin-
Kirillov-Algebra.
Unsere urspru¨ngliche Motivation diese Gruppen zu untersuchen war
unsere Suche nach einem Beweis unserer Vermutung dass es sich bei den
deformierten Fomin-Kirillov-Algebren um halbeinfache Algebren han-
delt. Zu unserer U¨berraschung stellte sich aber heraus, dass die Struk-
tur der Gruppen selbst interessant scheint. Insbesondere treten die
alternierende Gruppe, einige sporadische Gruppen, und eine Gruppe
von Lie-Typ auf. In der Art in der diese Gruppen auftreten passen
sie in natu¨rlicher Weise in die Klassifikation in [FLZ01]. Basierend
auf dieser Beobachtung geben wir eine prinzipielle Strategie um das
Problem der Unendlichdimensionalita¨t von E6 anzugehen.
Die meisten unserer Beispiele im vierten Kapitel basieren auf di-
rekten Computer-Rechnungen, insbesondere auf den in [BHLGO15]
beschriebenen Algorithmen. Eine theoretische Erkla¨rung der auftre-
tenden Gruppenstrukturen ist eine aus unserer Sicht hochinteressante
Fragestellung.
